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Cold Chips out with the OS232 pan and returns back the address ol EEC Ltd who have taken

y ol the original OCP products.

News and views from ZX readers

same happens to the Index tile I

IK with the Plus 2 a correct^ Horn the word go MUSlC mlX

dlomy dismay that CAPS
Id nol register a

" "'

writing once agaii

which hod Ihe soi

1 and cursor BIGHT were dead, also MM and 128 modes it vol want to,
sam£'BL p'oa

'^L
OP was sluggish. Straight away I so hopefully her new series will answer -j^SSSSmSlSwSwl recon*

'"pp%ned
S

fhrJe
S

flmes.'"althoZgh
*

Wither Kempston? "Z'Z^SSt^^fnZZ^TZSL*
imlt that on each occasion it was hmb be mixed and routed In separate chan-

^te°^irrne%lhSltheta\^lt'^sMI Bfl fiSormStlon'Vnd "Sal™ feĉ echa '^Yerberatlon etc

era By the time I got Ihe taurth one KBl MtftlMMI lot the 128'Plus 2
JJJJ],

™,s

ops were closed I was stuck with it. reviewed in Decembers ZX Computing
tnsequently I discovered that Ihe fault Michael Halb
sored oiler Ihe warming up period. Sheerness.
ly don't they III a choke to il?ll ^Mtm
Having now got my Plus 2 well and HH *» Kempstons range of loystlck _ - , -

<ty wormed up I may be able lo help fall Interfaces are mnre or leu BotrOniCS helDM
547)7*9. I ho« nod o Samleco DX85 »„,. , „ mfghl too* »

loroooulfwefi*monfnsnowandlind pqcK ISSUeS ^^ ond
It works very well tram Ihe instructions In MM 6.9.11,12,15-21
Ihe manual supplied. Also, I believe MM InCWbwnungbtetoofctefti sBnonDU*
S4GM marketed the DX3S under their MM ^urmomaneZXCompuWio j Wetorio Par*
nomeunMrece; ;.'.'. .'CM' fr.- nwb<- : ™™ .-'..-. .';..'! W&5 ond wondered Cambridge CB4 31
Ms Pipe) contacts Samleco they may be II II had gone out ol prim :,.;. ^^^
able to fiefa '"" February 1987 Issue on o visit to WBM ws know I

Finally, as a senior citizen. I would ^^a^msufiThave missed the articles W olWofad.r

utility prograr. :

CompoHnp. My par

technical!). Keep II

Bristol
obtain them.
Dr. a. shepherd
Glasgow. '81 in the USA

LUST Jusi as a general point. KM ' «™> tw atffcte (Vt /heHUH anyone wishing to obtain Hfl February 1987 Issue ol Z>
Beading my teller in Ihe MM back IssuesofZXcandosoby ™™ Computing andam respond
March Issue olZX (Printer tips) contacling ZX Computing Back Issues, '"S '° your "guesllmale" thai 'As tar a:

only works on short programs- However. Marlowes, Hemel Hempstead, HertsHPI companies producing ZXB1 equip-
compiling on index Irom the last 12 IBB menl .

.". I know a number ol USA repaii

Wallers wth%
a
M°009°printer who AddreSS manager supplier in pa?lfcul'ar

SU
Tom

e
%oddi

increased the baud role ol his printer m^im^ produces many line peripherals etc toi

to 9600 ond got pertectLUSTand COPY |W| Ihe main purpose ol this letter the ZX81. including a universal I/O pon

all caution to the wind I clicked Ihe two 191 'some back Unlet Ol 'zx$ I
also has an attended BASIC progrom

vital switches lo off' (SW-2-4 and SW-2-6! noticed In Ihe Dec 86 "Cross/Irs" on andMC debugger. Many suppliers sliU

and hey-presto LUST and COPY work page 88 that a Mr Tyson ol Chester wos support and Improve the ZX81 fcaltea
line on the HB-5 at greatly Increased in trouble with Ihe OCP Address TS1000 here).

speed and now It Is only one cup per Manager with Ihe Opus disc drive All ' belong lo a very nice User Group
<•— •" the Chicago at"

UF he wlfl be wHHn
, 'Word Manager-!"

disc tor Ihe Discovery

F.G Miles, oe very happy to help any o! your
slwyn. Herts readers find ZX81 sources
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A SAMPLE OF

The Videovault will shortly be releasing the
mostuptodateandexcitingcatalogueever SHOP UNDER
produced, our team of experts have scoured XVii- bX»p -«»
theglobetofindyouallthelatestsoftware ONE ROOF FOR
and add orrs for your computer, all the TOD DPOnilPTC
latestinjoysticktechnology.allthetopand ' vr rRWWU* a
tested software titles all at great discounts
to you. Anyone can apply now using the
coupon belowand enclosing 2xi8p stamps fl||D EAMTACTrT
for your free copy. We have all the top „.„.!..---.*--'
branded items available, delivery by return DISCOUNT PRICES
post (our usual standard). All goods carry nie saga Lo profile
our guarantee of satisfaction. Never has professional Keyboard
such a catalogue ever been produced Recommended
hpfnrp retail crlce tsy.yauerui c. Videovault
Wewillbeupdatingtheproductsasoonas discount fyo en

upgrade
e have all the latest news available to u price only

on all the latest technology. * computer repaii

SPECIAL EXCITING OFFERS ON EACH ISSUE Tn°e™ gaTo^ofile Keyboard
Top reviews, a 1st again for the Videovault, travel keys^featuring,

the No.1 computer company In the UK, iwe
mustbeasallourcompetitorskeepcopyingus.) Dimensions: 22xMxScm suitabi

tei

SPECIAL
BONUS]
OFFER*

the 1 st 500 customers j
ordering from our
new catalogue will

receive free of
charge a quartz
digital watch.

"'

minimum order
value required.

I!§«
Spectrum 16/48K

i please rush me your exciting new catalogue i

ias soon as it is available hot off the press. i

1 1
enclose 2x18p stamps to cover postage costs

"| mr/mrs/miss

address

' |CUTOUTTHISCOUPONANDPOSTITTO: moo, capitals i

VIDEOVAULT LTD, CATALOGUE DEPT, 140 HIGH STREET WEST
CLOSSOP, DERBYSHIRE, SK13 BHJ ENGLAND
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P.fW.5.
After the release of

G.A.C., Gllsoft strike

back with the

Professional Adventure

Writing System.

Graphic Adventure Creator
IGAC1 caused greal excitement
last year — lo be (allowed by

whether It really
a significant
Sllsofi's long

Quill. Suddenly.

The teason? Well,

lor good. Is fhe professional
Adventure Writing System (PAWS!

nig hi b
jling It

for

need tor vet another adventure
writing system. After all, you
might think mat with GAC and
the old Quiil (with Its various
add-ons) to choose trom, surely
any budding ad\

i ial: il

h doubts,

The system

For your E22.95 you get a
cassette ond two manuals lr

large box. The first of the

complete at fhe time of f

review, though most of thi

essential Information was

PAWS uses a system o
bverlays'. These are recorded on
the cassette as a series of short
code blocks following the main

Completing the roundup a
short adventure database Is

provided at the end ol the tape,

as an example. This can be
loaded Into the system and
hacked apart at will And the

tape contains — wait tor It — 22
(yes, twenty two) different

character sets! This may seem
like gilding the Illy, and yet It is

typical ol the whole style of

Bresentollon which underlies
WVS. Gllsoft have done

everything In their power to help
you to avoid that stereotyped

feature ot so many Quilled

>l o problem lor the 12BK

lor those of us with 48K
machines a good deal ot to-lng
and Ira-ing with the casette
recorder Is going to be
necessary, mere are. I think, two
views one can take ot this. The
first Is that the program Is so

purchase of a 128K machine
anyway; and the second is that
the program is so good that fhe
hassle ol fiddling with the tape
Is a small price to pay (or the

Menus

Once you get the program
loaded in ond running,
everything Is menu-driven (no
Icons, thank goodness!). The
overall 'leer ol the program will

be quite familiar to those who'v(

though once you actually get
Involved, you begin to realise
the enormous potential ot it It's

easy to gel started, using the
Introductory manual as a step-
by-step guide, but make no

'"' - you wont rr
"
"*"

>f PAW for some
st emphasise that this
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you gain experience with

I can't possibly cover
everything that the progro

capable ot here, and it w
take ages to explore the Tl..

potential o( PAWS, but I can give

you some Idea of Its scope^by

;e. Is
i

„, irultTpie"

commands [using punctuation

marks, AND, or THEN, as phrase
separators). ALL and IT ore
catered for — so that an Input

such as "OPEN THE CI

;

INSIDE IT AND GET EVERYTHING
OUT OF THE CHEST' can be deal

with in a straightforward morale

The system anticipates lhat you
may want to have other

characters In the advenlure, so

speech

old "Hobbit"~tashio

Language and logic

>t them Itself [eg. to store

the player's current location)

Thai still leaves more than
enough for you to work with.

The 'longuage' you use to

program your game Is similar to

that used In The Quill, but
extended in scope almost
beyond recognition. Basically.

... ["II

IS
("Do 51

s divid-

commands fills two pages of Ihi

manual! Possibly the best way t<

illustrate the flexibility of the

system is to describe a
particular sequence ot events

away aciually working through

the examples suggested In Ihe

I'd arrived at a stage where I

had a partly working small

adventure, with a few locations

in o park and a tew objects.

These included a canvas bog.

program to break away from

player Input after a specified

time and scan the 'Process

Table' (which holds a set of

condition tests and actions

which don't depend on input

from the player] so that real-time

independently octlng characters

are perfectly possible By

manipulating a couple ot tlags

to keep track ot what was
happening, I found myself being

merrily carried oround the pork
inside the bag. by someone
else, tree to hop out or back In

ogaln at any point.

Although this was just o bit of

fun, fans of The Hobbit will

and a

When it

garni

rtlng i jut the
y that

the Gilsolt chaps seem to have
anticipated pretty well anything

you could possibly want to do.

Again, I can give you no more
than a taste, but you -can, lor

example, define certain objects

n< mnfalners' (i.e. capable ot

Ing other objects] - and
this i :an glw

bag was detined as a new
location, and the necessary

Response Table'. Next I

wondered if we couldn't have

iler. . .
Well folks, y

that with PAW, ant

somewhat deficient. Al startup.

the 'Free memory' option tells

you that 25434 bytes are
available (or your game. This

r-. j!-,i

more than the 231W that GAC
offers, but in fact It is - lor

several reasons. PAWS already
contains a large vaoabulory
and a variety of messages; since

they're already there, you won't

have lo use precious memory to

put them in yourself. The
program also possesses a text

compression facility which works

superbly I tried this with 1S00

saved me 6D0 bytes. This is ve

good news irideed end
suggests thai the nominal ibt

tree memory will effectively b
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Great graphics

i ana graphics? As
concerned, printing

;ally formailed onto

used for shading In Ihe main
graphics roullnes. The pictures

like, and you can arrange 't'

them lo scroll away as text ^

efhod (or designing rrn?

is effective and easily

i. Points can be pic". -a.

f ink. t

wrapping system tl

properly, unlike Gf

vertically, with each object on i

continuous lext wilh the objects
-eatly linked by

""" 'nuniur

ncR and the program will

vap between them if required.

eos of colour can be blocked
separately. Small pictures can

tines (or Inclusion in other
es at any one or eight
s of magnification. I found
difficulty In positioning

necessary. early days yet, and I'm sure
-' things will improve with practice.

There's no escoplng the fact
that graphics lend to gobble
memory PAWS 1

system, like GAC's,

graphic commands (rather

im
ft demonstration adventure

laraly t> lo devote sc

:>- - |cn a 48K machine, at
eost) it j-tered about on these
pag<;s you should find some
screen dv~ips lo Illustrate this.

Yc good highly detailed ones
are the Gllsott 2K Jobs: my own
rough doodles are much more
primitive, costing only 500 byles

Ihem oul wllh Utile difficulty!

They won't, please your eye

1
1 you ally a

in a 48K rr

To sum up then. PAWS is

precisely whal its name claims I

lo be: a professional odvenfure
writing system, with the emphasl
(as far as Ihe potential quality o

V).

ar to design graphic:

locations, It's m "

In an overlay. /

Includes o

the shape of let!

none of Ihe 23 5.

you. ,.)andalst

a chunk ol sci

which would be much less
economical]. The facility lo call

graphic subroutines also helps
to save on bytes. For instance, ii

you're willing to use a standard
picture ol a Iree In several
locations you save memory
because Ihe sequence of
commands for drawing Ihe Iree

writer dreams about, wilh whal
seems to be virtually unlimited

confidently wllhout even having

n adventures, it

MAIL ORDER
ADVERTISING

other application you 1

rtional software. . ,

£.y»vo
INCLUDING VAT

Summit Software, Units 3-6

Baileygate Industrial Estate,

Pontetract. West Yorkshire WFS
Tel: 0977 797777 Telex: 557994 RR DIST G Fax: 0977 790243
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Cheetah follow up the

SpecDrum with some

more musical add-ons

have had to be sacrificed.

The keyboard Is a set of

plastic, piano type Full sized keys

covering five ociaves (61 keys). It

has a pitch bend wheel, a multl

function single click kev, four

iridic^ a thre digit

the keyboard itself does NOT
produce any sounds but sends
signals In MIDI code out of Its

single MIDI OUT socket on the
back, there is one other socket

and this Is lor the 9V power
supply. The idea of this keyboard
Is that it controls a range of

other devices, a synthesizer, a
synth module (like a synthesizer

but without a keyboard) or o
sound unit via MIDI Interface

(such as Cheetah's own MINI

Interface] linked to a computer.
Unlike many modern

keyboards this one's care Is"-"
is dark

grey o I. The k.

adaptor plug connected by a
typical Spectrum plug to supply
power, but It works OK and didn't

give any problems, though trying

to plug several ot these large
plugs into a socket board can
cause problems at times.

The MIDI socket Is the
standard five pin DIN unlike the
odd type fitted on the 1281+2.

Through "-'-

slyn

a program change a
octave range can els

specified and sent.

At iirst the means of operation
seems rather complex. Even
though there '" ~

used in conjunction w

Octave and Program. Two keys

are assigned to each, Up and
Down, end Ihe final key is the

Transmit command.
The four LEDs are marked Irom

Channel. Octave. Program and
Program Mode When simply
playing then the keyboard Is In

Program mode end that LED is

features the ProgramfPlay switch

Is clicked and the required
up/down key for the function you
want is pressed. The
corresponding LED lights and
the display panel cycles up or

down through the numbers In

the range of that function — 1 to

16 Channels. -1,0.1 tor Oclave
and 1 to 128 for Programs. Once
Ihe desired number Is displayed
then pressing the transmit key
sends that Instruction to the

An Interesting decision was to

fit the pitch bend wheel on the
top of the keyboard with Q
left/right octlon rather than Ihe
more usual side location with

upidown action. I suspect that

this was dictated by the case
design rather than choice, but It

actually works well and once I

got used to It I pretered It to the
customary system.

Obviously the keyboard had
to lose certain features to be
produced so inenpensively and
whether these make this

keyboard viable or not depends
on your Intended use for It.

II you tiavs a MIDI equipped
keyboard with mini keys and less

than five octaves then this Is an
ideal way of expanding It. I

used It with my Casio CZ101 and
It was like playing a different

machine, the playing "feel" was
much improved and the sound
range enhanced with some
really deep bass or very high

top notes. It was a perfect

However, Ihe keyboard has not

got 'velocity' or after touch'. The
first provides a means of altering

the sound depending on how
hard/fast you hit Ihe keys and

be implemented only on very

expensive machines, but most
sound modules provide for

velocity ond It Is very useful for

expressive playing.
Used with some computer

software this need not be a
disadvantage, the XRI Mlcon

program allows for Individual
setting and editing of velocity.

disadvantage.
The system of sending

program and channel changes
lakes several seconds, and this

might be a disadvantage In live

performances, usually It Is

desirable to alter a sound In

mid-song by a quick, single key
3'sis. This is not possible wilh the

MK5.
Though limited by tiddly

function chonge operation and
lack of velocity I am impressed
by this product and can see It

being a valuable addition for

many people's systems.

MINI Interface

If you haven't got a synth, or

play musl"
"*

irther £150+ on top of

be the MINI Interface from
Cheelah at E29.95. This plug In

upright box and software for the
1281+2 will allow the MK5 to use

the 1281+2 sound chip to play

three note polyphonic muslc
In addition, the interface's

built-in softwore provides a key
split option (where the lower
of the keyboard can play a

upper
part), taclll

pitch and i

cheap alternative to real

synthesis or as an Introdui— -nprovement o

n sho
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Get on target!
im

Your chance to win a

top quality dartboard

and darts set In our

Indoor Sports

competition

^Vdvonce Softwar

they've forsaken the greot
outdoors to produce a great
Indoor sports compilation of (01

games on one tape. Three ol r
games, darts, ten pin bowling
and table tennis are familiar

'

the gome likely to attract m
attention Is "air hockey". Thl:

Is currently sweeping— and demonds gre
rom the players It's

labletop game playe
'

glass smooth surface ana tne
aim Is to slam your puck Into
your opponents goal. The— '—a variable playing

O
o
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Carol Brooksbank looks

at a new graphics

utility.

wont 10 draw a picture Is the Text

Editor, which appears to return

you to BASIC However, i'
'

The BASIC c<

drawing your picture hove to be
REM statements, and

' iring gives

... ...e Spectrum Is

unusual mixture ot graphics
package, extended BASIC and
compiler. When Ihe program
loads, Ihe screen is blank except
tor a white asterisk, showing that

you are in the mode which otters

a choice of ten options, oil

accessed by pressing the
appropriate letter key. A menu

reference back tt

The option to choose It you

by REM. Some ot

mands ore very similar

BASIC ones - plot,

draw, clrcie. border — but there

5 :;-,o

, and you c

d JUMP inslr

Memory saving
Writing program to draw a

try similar to using

y BASIC commands,
Is complete, you

Ip2 [mlrr

vertically or horizontally! Most ol

Ihese commands are followed

by co-ordinates, either pixel or

character square
Commands con be written

out in full, or abbreviated to the

will identify Ihem. [P tor plot but

CI ond CO tor circle and copy).
Colour is handled by Ihe ATTR

command, followed by four

while the program is

written, so syntax em
compiling with on e

is great advantage Tl
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!- RFM IriiiiolB 1MB. Ill, 114,111 190 REM plot IB5,104

4i' nEM ;ri jnq] F- [ =5, ] I P, ! 16 . 1 ! ' 51 REM Dl ut IBS. 144

6D REM dr«~ 128,106 5S0 REM fill 197,103

Sther

d separately one
e address trace. The coi

so be decompiled, whe
find that your listing has t

luced to the shortest
breviations, renumbere
e steps of 5. and all lal

replaced by absolute addre

compatibility wilh storage

n BASIC Tt >nly si

picture uses just 176 bytes. Vol

IK ol memory. This Is tar more
lhan you could possibly store
using any other screen

In ordinary BASIC nol ft

variety. The handbook gives a
simple lest, but It Is very easy to

torget which one you are in. and
attempting to save, load or copy,
initialise your interface or even

e code to run your
picture, from Editor BASIC will

This program Is not going to

make you throw away your
cooles of Art Studio or Artist II. It

iltlve way of

a, there is a price
to pay. The complied code —
Gcode — runs much tasfer lhan
ordinary BASIC but it is Still

BASIC It takes 16 seconds for the

curve appearing. But si

acceptable and it Is e\
possible, by Hipping an
copying windows, to dc
rudimentary set

The Gcode can be relocaiec or

making scree

need to plan
graph paper

while you a

$ memory space is
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EXPERT SYSTEMS
David Nowotnik on how

the "expert' Spectrum

or GL can deal with

uncertainty.

sltated In

,
and a start wlllbe

nn probability theory,

vill be applied to expe
expert system to select the mt
appropriate computer from a
of features. Features were sele

ilTtie "'J- : Is IO Q
B ihlS

s
s
<
O
o
at

I
3

by our computer expert. There

has been no room tor

uncertainty In our responses, nor

has there been any uncertainty

in the computer's answer. This is

how everything might be In an
ideal world. But lite Isn't quite

like that.

Any expert will not know all

the answers to problems in his

area ot expertise And, usually,

we cannot supply our expert
with all the pieces ol information

which he (or shel requires to

moke a Judgement with 100 per

cent certainty, in our dialogue
with an expert, phrases such as
'I dont know", 1 think so", and
"Probably not" have to be
permitted and then used by the
expert In terming his eventual
judgement. Even it we can reply

expert's questions, the nature ot

the problem may still prevent the

expert being absolutely sure

Added to oil these problems,

an expert may be faced with

contradictory Information, and

'perhaps' Or
taken, then you num hj umwv* m
a range tor 'perhaps' extending
from almost certainly no' to

almost certainly yes'. The easiest

way to accommodate this Is to

provide the user with o scale of

numeric Inputs. For example,
zero could be a definite no', live

a definite 'yes', and any number
3 'maybe', with Ihe

e [whlclthe

conflicting 'certoin' pieces of

Information.

Subjective decisions
It is these kinds of judgement
(hat a compufer expert system

will be expected to produce
Some judgements will be
subjective, others will apply
probability theory and sfatislics

elor

vided to indicate the degree of

testability.

Rather than repeat the
:omputer selection example, this

police identification parade. I

had the embarrassment of

being picked out by one

asked 'Are you sure?', he replied

'I'm quite certain'. If the expert In

this situation, fhe police officer,

hod relied upon thai reply, I'd

be behind bars now! Fortunately,

e placed far greater weight to

A ' f^^^^T^^to I

Iw*;
' y ± fml^Ps&i

VV
!^S^*S .
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month 1 have chosen QL books cations. So, II

to be the sub}ecl of my expert os an expert on QL material. anyone has O vt
Like oil ot the systems 1 have Spectrum books,
presented so tar. the knowledge
base can be changed to permitfar wider selection o( QL books knowledge base

than those tor the Spectrum. 1 the program to oe applied to books.
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The listing tor the essential'

desirable feature expert system
appears In Figure 1, It was
written on a Spectrum, so will

work on unmodified on that
micro Then It was Imported Into

the QL, and tested. Only two
minor changes ore necessary lor

the program to work on the OL
In line 1370, VAL Is used to

convert a string to its numeric
value: VAL not a valid OL
keyword Because of

"

ability to pertorrr -

line works perfectly it VAL is

Knowledge base

There are o lot more available
lor the QL. but those In the
knowledge base represent a

system will provide some pretty

good advise on choosing a
book. Arrays bS, aS. ond qS
contain the book titles, authors
(and price), rules and feature
Items, respectively. Array b'

provides space tor storing the

Information Is gathered befon
any attempt is made in comli
to a decision. The responses i

stored in numeric array "q".

The decision process first

how many features were marked
essentia!' (lines 1140 to 1170). If

the user tails to mark any feature

as essential, then all the books
In the knowledge base are
scored by multiplying each rule

(entered by the user) (line 1320
to 1400), and the total for each
book used to obtain a rank
order (1410 to 1480).

The program regards the
essential list as having top

all the Items marked as

1 What results Is the

more books containing all

essential lectures are found (and
marked], books In this sub-set
re scored [lines 1320 to 1400]

ond their rank order found (line

1410 to 1480), and printed c

process Is suojectlve. II Is

arguable whether the methods
chosen are most appropriate for

selection of a sub-set of books, It

could be asked if this step Is

the process. Is the scoring
method (line 1370) the most

Picking essentials
On the matter of picking ouf
only those books which have all

essential features, can I use an
example from recent ex-

perience? Right now I am house
hunting, gathering details from a
large number of estate agents.
While I gave the estate agents

features, they seem to pay little

regard to that list, leaving me to

painstakingly sort through reams
of house details Now, If they'd
had my expert system. I'd have

fine;

rule base. You'll note that the
rules are simply a set of ones
and zeros, reflecting whether a
book has, or has not got any
particular feature. If doesn't lake
an expert to pick up a book
and flick through the pages to

do not appear. An expert would
be expected to do more than
this: to pass some professional
judgement on the qualify of the
book. This can be done by

replacing all number ones In

to nine, reflecting the quality of

each feature within the book.
This I have done tor this expert
system. The alternative rule base

either replace the rule lines in

the listing in Figure 1 by those in

Figure 2, or type In Figure 2 as a
separate program', then MERGE
If into the expert system.

Now, what you will have is a
true expert system. The rules

expert, and placed into the
knowledge base, such that the
computer is not only able to

features in a fairly mechanical

appropriate books against an
expert opinion (If you II allow me
to describe myself as an expert!).

Compare the modified and un-

modified expert systems: if you
have any experience ot these
books, then I hope you'll agree
with my Judgement (as provided
by the computer). And for those
with little knowledge of QL
books, my expert syslem should

disposed to those agents w
seemed to be providing mi
details on the right sort of r

only. And for my book ex|

system, the same would apply.
The user should have just the
right books In the computer's list

As for the scoring method.
why not try varying the equation
in line 1370 to see if it has any

' 0000555502000

"

"0300OOOO0O0BO

"

•0020000020002

"

410 DATA 0000500002002

"

470 DATA "O0O04344030O0 "

510 DATA 5300000000220

"

"7400000000000"
570 DATS

"5300050000000"
630 DATA
660 DATA

"7OO04434OO011"
720 DATA

" 5200000002530

"

"O0O0B00O040O0

"

BIO DATA
"OOOfcOOOOfcOO43

"

G70 DATA
900 DATA " 0000700000000

"

930 DATA " 0400000003030"

you to form a sub-set of answers
(you'll have to decide whether
this Is logical In your
application), but using a
mathematical formula based on

each possible outcome certainly

can be applied in any subjec-
tive approach to expert system
decision making. It your expert Is

sufficiently kn~'
may provide
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Otherwise, It will be a matter of

dying number of formulae,
seeing which gives the best
response.

Playing around with mothe-

be allowed (If you or your user
are purists] If you decide to
bring In statistics and probabill-
">s Into the decision algorithms

your expert system. The basics
probability theory are well
labllshed. and standard
rmulae exist (or problem

Laws of probability
beginning.

ie of probabilities In

ueuung with uncertainty In an
eipert system. In a page or so, I

can hardly do Justice to a
-nch can be spread

especially as my knowledge ol
"-3 area extends over |ust o few

aptersl So, w'

—

theory ol probability, tl

program to demonstrate si

more substantial examples of the
use of probabilities in expert
systems.

probability. In every day speech

using a phrase like "probably it

will" We are saying that, from
our personal experience, an

g place that

m
x
m

CD

cd
H
ffl

CD
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O
O
a.

a
I

5

For something weimething w

observaiio
of those ol

what Is likely to happen In the

future. The probability is

calculated Irom the number of

compared to the number ot

observations. Put mathemar c-

ally, the probability ot an event
' ':lng place (we call that P[E]] I

each lace of the dice was
observed.

But fhe more Important graph
is fhe one which appears In red
on the QL, [yellow on the
Spectrum}. This keeps a running

event (be it less than 6, less than
A, or equal to 3] has taken
place, divided by the fotal

number of observations. This, of

calculating P(E], and what this

graph Is doing Is sf

e and zi

larger the P[E) w
range, the more likely an event

Take for example, rolling a

example, you probably already
know the chance ot rolling o
particular value, or ronge of

values — you are an expert In

dice rolling! But, tor fhe sake of

argument, say you didn't know
the o

it by the

Figure 3 contains separate
listings lor Spectrum and QL, It

allow for the different graphic
displays offered by both
computers Once you have
lyped in the listing appropriate
for your n* a SAVE c 1 RUN

one In units ot Q.1, and
denotes probability

Roll of the dice
The program provides three

examples, plotting the
observation ot obtaining a
number less than six. less than
tour, or equal lo three. When you

). up to 200 observaiio

number generator. As each

dot (pixel) is plotted against its

against It

i :>;H c iking n

you Ihot the probability tor

throwing a dice value less tr

six is 5)6 or 0.833. Similarly, fc

values less than lour, the
probability Is 3/6 or 0.5. and
probability for three being
thrown Is 116, or 0.166. With It

facts, use the program
how well you do by ot

Generally, with few
observations, P(E| Is very

have taken around 25-50

observations, the graph shoul

demonstrate something reasc

obly close to the expected

For a start, the probability o
an event not taking place Is

probability ot that event fakinc

then the probability o

place is the sum ot th

The probability ot both these

product of the two probabilities:

P(A and B]=P(A) x P[B)

The Important rule tor these

to express

be taking now!

Allowing for bias

n car repairs

ncy thai youi

you have made your observa-
tions (over several weeks), Ihen

the probability value you oblai

will be specific (or your car. An
expert system lor c

cars to extract genera
and determine gener<

All ol which goes Ic

taking observations it

il thoe
be valid. And that is a s

which can (ond does) occupy

really wanted to get into the

theory ol sampling. But, for

brevity, just be warned to watch

ore probability
otry

probability valu'

manipulations you (or the

jllltya

3, The first tt

will have absolutely no Influence

on the second throw. But II you
wanted lo know the probabilities

ol pulling two particular cards
from a pack ot cards, then the
mathematics becomes more
complicated. The probability ot

pulling the Ace of Spades on
the second attempt will be zero

il It was removed from the pack
" •' st pull. It that Ace Is still

e Ace ot Spades Is

The way o
ditional probability is

probability of evenl A
even! B has already o

a B)=P(A) i P(B:A]

Is, the probability o

already occured.
Ot course, here event A is tul

dependent upon event B There

exdmple, event A is only partly

dependent upon event B That,

lor now, is Introducing unneces
sary complication. "-* '

e to

andtt

probability no

probablllt
experts, you may well osk. Well.

next month I'll be taking
probabilities one step further

into expert sytems, and taking a

examine how to select questions
more rationally
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Clyde Bish ventures farther into his

Comic Strip utility.

This monih we add an editor
program to unravel the number
strings and get that necessary

-'- '-'o memory with the

managed OK in the intervening

my editor program and lb) YOU
should be writing lar ZXC!)

But before you set It to work, a
timely warning. Don't be In too

i rush to get stuck In.

Theei

Vbu rr

si do.
]. That

idea of what your strip Is to be
about. Don't aim too high tar

starters. A short sequence that,
perhaps you can add to later

would be ideal to get you
going. (I experimented with the
opening sequences Irom a
"Fighting Fantasy" book). Next
design the outline drawings,
icons, coptions etc on pixel
paper. Again, don't make your
pictures too complex. Remembe
you're only working in an 80x64

Some adventure illustrators g<

which might look good on
paper, but transform into a mess
on screen. (II you have a

Spectrum you can get away
with lor more] Rather go lor

bold line. After oil. It's

atmosphere you're trying to
Creole Not Art Nouveaul

produce UDG bonks on tape for

the icons - perhaps using a
designer program. (Remember
Icon type uses UDGs "a"
through "I" In a 3x4 matrix, whilst

type 1 a" to "t" In a 4x5 block,
and type uses two "a" to "r" sets,

each In a 6x3 pattern (or top
and bottom).

an important point when setting

each data start address later.

Assuming you've done this

preparatory work Program 1 will

help you out. so type it In, The
groups o'

3 should be
o mode Hopefully a
you'll n

"

Included tew error checks. This Is

porlly to make Ihe printed listing

shorter (and so leave space tor

other contributors!) but also

Program 2 is an example ol how

number between 176 and 255 -

drawCODE. If you need more
help then refer to Alon Davis'
article on Friendly Programming
In the February Issue of ZXC [I

personally prefer to leave the
CAPS SHIFT 6 "Stop In INPUT" error
available in easel WANT to

escapel Anyway, any smart alec

have his program
decide not to put

to
ash!]. If you

the start of

Data option:

> out the dati

the highest memory block first

and moving back through Ihe
memory the required number ol

bytes edch time, rather than
working Irom low to high with

Don't try to mix up up both
systems or you'll get into an
awful muddle!

draws the
Table A gives a

suitable data block to test. (It

produces the 'end ol corridor"

dumpl. Vou begin by deciding
on the start address as outllnec
above. II you press just ENTER II

o

s
o
a

work out a restart GOTO whit
will leave your code Intact. 1

"Panic Button" Is GOTO 100.
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lorm. This laHer form you will

need lo POKE into the
drawCODE machine code

also gel an Input cue tor the co-
ordinate of the first PLOT position

Pressing just ENTER now will ollow
you lo escape to the menu

-"-
vs you to e

Aii-.-i

FOI

got li abya
icility is

options].

When you Input a
Cue changes to "y c

t! This

"DRAWx co-ordinate?-,
iy "y co-ordinate?",
se as you enter the

equence of DRAW co-ordlnafes
positior

Wher
i, |he

-/PLOT
position, enter a 1

DRAW co-ordinate
back to PLOT. To end the string

enter a for the DRAW i co-
ordinate and you'd be gh
option to display your
drawcode Pressing V will

boi top right, the size of v

cartoon drawing Subseqi

the

Eznn

as

O
s

5
O
a
z
<

10 PDKE 23693,56: CLS : PRINT
esent Start Address: ":a'"OP

TIONS 1 CREATE/DISPLAY DRAWCO
DE 2 CREATE/ DISPLAY STRINGCDDE

3 CREATE /DISPLAY ICONCDDE" ' "4
CREATE CONTROLCODE " '"5 CALCULAT

E CIRCLE DATA 6 SAVE CODES"

"

"7 CALCULATE ADDRESS "Press n

10 PAUSE 0: LET r>

60 TO VAL r4»1000
100 INPUT "Start address'

LINE ,

EY*: CLS

(set
IF i

THEN LET a=VAL
1004 LET al = a
1005 CLS : RANDOMIZE a: PRINT "N

start address: " 'a' " ("jPEEK 23
670:"/":PEEK 23671 i " > " ' ' : LET a2

10 INPUT "Plot x?", LINE a*: I

F a*="" THEN LET d=li GO SUB 61

I GO TO 100
20 POKE a, VAL a*: PRINT a, a*:

LET a=a+l: INPUT "PLOT y?",y: PO
KE a,y: PRINT a,y: LET a=a+l
1030 INPUT "DRAW x?",x: POKE a,x
; PRINT a,K: LET a=a+l: IF k=1 T
HEN GO TO 1010
1B35 IF K=0 THEN GO TO 1500
1040 INPUT "DRAM y?",y: POKE a,y
: PRINT a,y: LET a=a+l: GO TO 10
3a
1500 PRINT "Display Drawcode?":
PAUSE 0: IF PEEK 23556089 THEN
60 TO 1005

1501 GO SUB 1504: 60 TO 1005
1504 CLS
1505 PLOT 176,175: DRAW 79,0: DR
AW 0,-63: DRAW -79,0c FOR f=0 TO

7: PRINT AT f,21;" "
: NEXT f

1510 PLOT PEEK a2,PEEK (a2+l): P
RINT MB; AT 0,0; "PLOT" a2; " x="
;PEEK a2,"y=";PEEK (a2+l): PAUSE
0: IF PEEK 23556=13 THEN 60 TO
100
1520 INPUT ;: LET a2=a2+2
1530 DRAW PEEK a2-PEEK 23677, PEE
K <a2+l>-PEEK 23678: PRINT !.«:«!

0,0;"DRAW" 'a2;" x="jPEEK a2,"
y="!P££K (a2+l>: PAUSE 0s IF PEE
K 23556=13 THEN GO TO 100
1540 INPUT :: LET a2=a2+2: IF PE
EK a2>l THEN GO TO 1530
1550 IF PEEK a2<>0 THEN LET a2=
a2+l: GO TO 1510
1560 PRINT r.0;AT 0,0; "END OF DRA
WCODE": PAUSE 250: RETURN
2010 INPUT "Start address? (set
at "a(a);")"' LINE a*: IF a«>""
THEN LET a=VAL a*
2011 LET al=a
2020 CLS : RANDOMIZE a: PRINT AT
0,0; "Start Address: " 'a'" (

" ; PEEK
23670; "/";PEEK 23671;")": INPUT
"Address of DRAWcode?" , LINE r*

: IF r*<>"" THEN LET a2=VAL r*i
60 SUB 1505

2023 IF r*="" THEN 60 TO 100
2025 PLOT 176,175: DRAW 79,0: DR
AW 0,-63: DRAW -79,0: FOR *=0 TO
7: PRINT AT f,21j" "1 NEXT t

2040 INPUT "Row?" ,r: INPUT "Co

2050 INPUT "Text? 1 PRINT AT

2055 POKE a, 22: POKE a+l,r: POKE
a+2,c: LET a=a+3: FOR f=l TO LE

N r*i POKE a,CODE r*(f>: LET a=;
+1; NEXT *

2060 PRINT r.0:AT 0,0; "More?": Pi

USE 0: IF PEEK 23556=70 THEN LI
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IJL

= 1: BO SUB 6100: GO TO 100
2070 PRINT r.8;AT 0,0; "Same strin

: PAUSE 0: IF PEEK 23556=78 T

HEN GO TO 2020
9 60 TO 2030

3010 INPUT "Start address? (set
at "lt«>|")*' LINE a*: IF a*<>""
THEN LET a=VAL aS
3020 LET al-d! INPUT "lean type?
", LINE a*: IF a*="" THEN GO TO
100

3025 GO TO 3050+VAL a*. 10
3050 CLS : RANDOMIZE a:: INPUT "

Title for udg set?"' LINE r«: LO
AD r«CODE USR "a": PRINT "flddres
BS°'a ,n ("jPEEK 23670 ;'/"; PEEK 23
671;") Type 0: 3x4

K.?": PAUSE 0: IF PEEK 23556=78
THEN CLS : GO TO 3050
3055 PRINT '"Transferring bytes"
: FOR n=0 TO 7: FOR f=USR "a"+n
TO USR "l"+n STEP B: POKE a, PEEK
f: LET a=a+l: NEXT f: NEXT n
3059 GO TO 3100
3060 CLS : RANDOMIZE a: INPUT "T
itle for udg set?" 1 LINE rS: LOA
D r*CODE USR "a": PRINT "Address
["a"' ("jPEEK 23670; 'V" ; PEEK 236
71;") Type 1: 4x5" '

'"

"""O.K.?": PAUSE 0:
IF PEEK 23556=7B THEN CLS : GO
TO 3060
3065 PRINT '"Transferring bytes"
: FOR n=0 TO 7: FOR f=USR "a"+n
TO USR "t"+n STEP S: POKE a, PEEK
f: LET a=a+l: NEXT f: NEXT n
3069 GO TO 3100
3070 CLS : RANDOMIZE a: INPUT "T

itle for udg set 1?"' LINE rSi L
GAD r*CODE USR "a": PRINT "Adore
5s;"'a"" (";PEEK 23670; 'V; PEEK 2
3671;") Type 2s 6x6"""

O.K.?": PAUSE 0: IF PEEK
23556=78 THEN CLS : GO TO 3070
3075 PRINT '"Transferring bytes
": FOR n=0 TO 7: FOR f-USR "a"+n
TO USR "r"+n STEP B: POKE a, PEE

K f: LET a=a+l: NEXT f: NEXT n
3080 INPUT "Title for udg set 2?
" LINE r*: LOAD r*CDDE USR "a"!
PRINT AT 7,0;"

i IF PEEK 23556=76 THEN
B80
J085 PRINT '"Transferrin.
: FOR n=0 TO 7: FOR f=USR
TO USR "r"+n STEP B: POKE a, PEEK
f: LET •-»+!: NEXT + J NEXT n
3100 LET d=255: GO SUB 6100: PRI
NT "More?": PAUSE 0: IF PEEK 23

556=78 THEN GO TO 100
3110 CLS : 60 TO 3020
4010 INPUT "Start address? (set
at ";(a);">"' LINE a*: IF »*<>""
THEN LET a-VAL a*

4015 LET a 1 = 3
4020 CLS : RANDOMIZE a: PRINT "5

tart address: " 'a'" (

" ; PEEK 23670;
ViPEEK 23671;")"'': INPUT "No.
af Strings", LINE r«: IF r*=""

THEN GD TO 100
4030 LET n=VAL rS: PRINT a,n: PO
KE a,n: LET a=a+l: IF n=0 THEN
GO TO 4100
4040 FOR f=l TO n: INPUT "Length
of String "; (f >;"?" 1 : POKE a,l

: PRINT a. Is LET a=a+l
4050 INPUT "Start address for St
ring "| (*) J "?"*»l GO SUB 4999: N
EXT f

4100 INPUT "No. of Icons",

n

4130 PRINT a,n: POKE a,n: LET a=
a+1: IF n=0 THEN GO TO 4200
4140 FOR f = l TO n: INPUT "Row fo
r Icon ";(f)j"?'"l! POKE a,l; PR
INT a,ll LET a=a+l
4150 INPUT "Column for Icon ";(f
);"?"'l: POKE a,l: PRINT a,l: LE
T a=a+l
4160 INPUT "Start Address for Ic

on ";(*);" data?" 's: 60 SUB 4999
4170 INPUT "Icon ";(f); M type?"'
1: POKE a,l: PRINT a, Is LET a=a+
1: NEXT f

4200 INPUT "Bubble pointer col urn

n?" n: POKE a,n: PRIT a,n: LET a

=a+l: LET d=255: GO SUB 6100: GO
TO 4020

4999 RANDOMIZE s: POKE a, PEEK 23
670: POKE (a+1 ) .PEEK 23671: PRIN
T a, PEEK aa+l,PEEK (a+l>: LET a
=a+2: RETURN
5000 INPUT "CIRCLE X coordinat
e of centre? (ENTER to exit) "

; LINE xS: IF x*="" THEN 60 TO
0100
5010 LET x=VAL xS: INPUT "V coor
dinate of centre? ";y
5020 PRINT AT 19,0; x

;
"

,
" J

y

5030 INPUT "radius? ",r
5040 PRINT AT 20,0;r
5050 INPUT "spacing? ";m
5060 PRINT AT 21,0;m
5070 LET tb=m»PI/r
5080 LET xl=r: LET yl=0
5090 plot x*xl,y+yi

10 LET t

,0 FOR i=l TO r STEP m/2
20 LET c=C+l: PRINT AT 0,0;c
30 LET x2=xl»C0S th-yl»S!N th
40 LET y2=xl»S!N th+yl»COS th
50 DRAW INT (x2-xl+.5) , INT (y2

-yl+.5>
5160 LET ! =k2: LET yl=y2
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5170 NEXT i 6010 INPUT "Title for Code?" ' LI
5180 CIRCLE x,y,r-3 NE t*s IF t*="" THEN GO TO 100
5190 PRINT fi0; "Data Again Menu 6020 INPUT "Save -from address?",
" : PAUSE 0: CLS : IF PEEK 23556=
68 THEN 60 TO 5240 6030 INPUT "Length of Code?",l
5200 IF PEEK 23556=77 THEN ED T 6035 INPUT "Erase existing Code?

100 "; LINE a*: IF a*<>"" THEN ER
5210 PRINT he J "new coordinates? ASE •m"(l[t*J REM for microdrive
(Y/N)": PAUSE 0: IF PEEK 23556=B only
9 THEN BO TO 7000 6040 PRINT '"SAVEinq: " ' 't*; " CO
5220 PRINT AT 19,0; x

5 ","| y: PRIN DE "!!", "|1| SAVE tSCODE s,l: P
T (.0; "new radius? fY/N>": PAUSE RINT "VERIFY": VERIFY t*CODE
0: IF PEEK 23556=8? THEN GO TO 6045 PRINT f.0;AT 0,0; "Copy?": PA
5030 USE 0: IF PEEK 23556=89 THEN LP
5230 SO TO 5040 RINT 't*j" CODE "|»l","|l
5240 LET p=2: PRINT "COPY? (Y/N) 6050 GO TO 100
": PAUSE 0: IF PEEK 23556=89 THE 6100 PRINT r.0; "Copy to Printer?
N LET p=3 <Y/N)": PAUSE 0: IF PEEK 235560
5250 PRINT Ftp

'' "centre coords="j 89 THEN RETURN
6110 INPUT "Title? " j LINE t*: L

5260 PRINT rip;"start x,y=";INT < ET c=0: LPRINT t» '"Start: ";al
k+kI+.S); ","; INT (y*yl«-.3)'" ,"End: ";a-l's FDR n=al TO a-1:
5270 LET c=0 IF PEEK n=22 AND d=l THEN LPRIN
5280 FOR i=l TO r STEP m/2 T '" (";n;"> ": LET c=0
5290 LET x2=xl*CDS th-yl«SIN th 6115 LPRINT TAB c ; PEEK n;i LET c

5300 LET y2=xl*SIN th+yl*COS th =cH: IF PEEK n=0 AND d=l THEN
5310 LET xl=x2: LET yl=y2 LPRINT -' ("in + lj "> ": LET c=fl
5320 PRINT fcp;TAB c; INT (x+xl*.5 6120 IF c=32 THEN LET c=0
>;",";INT (y+yl+.5>; 6130 NEXT n: LPRINT : LET d=0: R
5330 LET c=c+10: IF c>23 THEN P ETURN
RINT '

": LET c=0 7000 INPUT "Length of code block
5340 NEXT i: IF p3 THEN LPRINT ?"'li PRINT 1,0; AT 1,0; "Start add
5350 INPUT "Press ENTER to conti ress: "( a9-l '" (Press ENTER -for M
nue " ; LINE t*: GO TO 5190 enu)"i LET a9=a9-l s PAUSE 0: GD
6000 PRINT "SAVE Start Addres TO 100
s: ";al,"End address: ";a— 1'"" 9000 LET d=0: INPUT "Start addre
Length: ";a-al S5?",a: LET a9=a: GO TO 100

pressing any

displaying ihe co-ordina

OF DRAWCODE message

build up

An END

diipkiyi il lo the left oi

outlining the picture ai

the option to display tt

dbya

address display ond "PLOT x co-
ordinate?" cue. II you hove no
more code lo set up press Just

ENTER. You will be given on
option to list to printer. II you do
this you'll note that each Is

followed by an address in

brackets This is the start ol the

then return to the menu.

2. Create/display
stringcode
This holds the information tor the

nls will lit. This

n option 1. Call up

>ady. (You do

address, don't you?]. You'll then

)t the embellishment.

lo put a mystic sign In both
corners of the room. Alternatively

new string [with its start

3. Create/display Icon
The icons are the Illustrations

that go onto the background.
After the usuol address reauest

, type

!
rric

". This

ir th(

22 - the AT tc

n 25,

displayed in the

II get Ihe option

e title a

eup(You will haw

tape). Alter Ihe UDGs are loaded
II-,.-- ooti will be displayed and,

d by lis address). is positive then Ihe bytes w

drawings The optlo begins row 1, column 2 , character "@" Jota printout, an ) the

< " "

10
OR it a >"9" THEN GO TO 60Oi£!J

6028 NEXT f: LET i=VAL *: IF
6010 INPUT Entry?", LINE IS: IF 176 HR i >255 THEN GO TO 6010
i*="" THEN GO TO 6000 6B38 REM :i iust hold a number

6015 FOR += TO LEN 1*1 IF i* t) between 176 S. 255
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opportunity to continue or
escape to Ihe menu. Remember
that icon type 2 needs two. J:!.MrMlM
18-characler sets of UDGs and so

10 FDR f=64019 TO 64*735: INPUT

4. Create control string i: PRINT -f,i: INPUT f,i: NEXT f

libie I each element ol the picture DRAW co-ordinates required to
except tne line drawing. It draw a circle.
follows the same format as Vou will be asked tor the x
described last month Again, the and y co-ordinates ol Ihe centre
usual address request precedes of the circle and the radius in
the routine proper. pixels The "steps?" request

i ? It j; ]\ *; i First you'll be asked (or the relates to the number ol steps
number ol embellishment strings required to draw the circle.

•:

f? l\ |j| « *| f* •;
Replying with a jumps you Answering 2 gives the best circle

E j 1
jw

I_
j* £ i

past this call option. Any other (but requires the most data in

number sets up that loop which memory], whereas larger
asks lor the length ot a string. number may give a polygon
and then Ihe address ol the start [which, tor a large radius, may
ot its data. Enter this as a live still be acceptable). A true circle
tigure decimol number and the is draw just Inside lor

rouline will convert it to its low/ comparison It you wanl to try
high byte form lor you. again press A. D gives you a llsl

This call loop is followed by a ol the required co-ordinates to
cue tor the number of Icons screen or printer. M returns you
Involved. Again bypasses this to the menu.

up an input loop For each Icon 6. Save
you'll be cued tor the row ond The s)ar. and pr1 -i nctrt,a.**Pe

SST£7 £E£E SUE"? Ihe ™a <°e

s

^ 8SSSSacta start address ana Ihe loon aQtQ Wock is d jsp |ayed Enter
W,* „ „, t Ihe title, start address and length

Finally you II be cued tor he o) tne aat0 b|ock [wn(ch can £e
column ot the speech bubble different from that displayed it

EbbE XTed
SPe6Ch ^KWlS»

. VJ°"
* |M lnen return to the

vetity tne dafa code be rore
strings? prompt ready to start returning you to Ihe menu,
again. [Note the new address) or So much i- -
press just Enter for Ihe menu. as yet^ how no captions.

6. Circle data b^^iittemoreTho^hr
This is a very useful option which Each picture Is only 10
will calculate the PLOT and characters wide so with three

mM.MMf.r-m
10 LET z=Bi LET p=l: LET m=l:

LET m*="": PRINT h0;AT 0,0;"Hard
Copies -?": PAUSE 0: IF PEEK 2355

6=89 THEN LET z=l
20 PRINT "Pointer = ";p;" for

Message "sm: IF z=l THEN LPRINT
"Message ";m;" Pointer = ";p''
25 INPUT "No. lines?", LINE 1*

: IF 1*=" " THEN GO TO 50 >-
28 LET r-ii=m**lt: LET p=p+l: FO a.

R f=0 TO VAL l*-ls PRINT AT 21,1 O
El; ..y,.. PR1NT AT f+i7,B;»Me55ag«

"i(iii);", Line ";Cf+l>: INPUT LI
NE a*: IF z= l THEN LPRINT a* ui

s40 LET a*=a*+" " ( T
D 12-LEN a*): PRINT AT ++5,0; BR

£IBHT l;a*: LET tn>=m*+aS: LET p=p
'( f :! ^:!jM: 1

-'' + 12: NEXT f : PAUSE 50: LET «i=m+l O
Q
Z

: CL5 : GO TO 20
50 PRINT "Length of m» = ";p-l

: IF z=l THEN LPRINT "Length of
m* = ":p-l: STOP <a
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Message 1. Suddenly a nasty troll appears.

Message 2. You wait . . .

Message 3. Vou come to a heavy wooden door.

Message 4. You open the green door.

LETl$=CHRS 5 + CHR$ 20 +
"lest": PRINT: RANDOMIZE USR
64787

i
o
s

£
O
Q

So now we have the printing

technique but still need to hold
the data strings lor the various
captions in the least possible

the data Irom Table B, using
Program 3. Save and verity with

SAVE "P42" CODE 64019, 917

drawCODE" saved Irom lost

time you can save both together

with:

SAVE "MeadV CODE 64019,

string variable zE 1

precede II with thi

code for the row ana
numbers before oalHr
machine code. Test It

and is

)i 12

test ot the message. To r

formation ol such a siring easier
help is again at hand in the
lorm ot Program 4, a text editor

which will help you do the job.

As with the picture editor you
need to know what your

o lake tl

prompt "Message 1, line 1" with

line ot a caption such as
"Suddenly a nasty troll appears!"
bul don 1

! go past fhe V. Enter This

line, and finally the last — lust

the word "appears!" Your
message will appear high-

lighted on screen before fhe
message/po Inter display re-

appears, reset to the new value.

Note the pointer value II you
have no hard copy. (Incidentally,

message of just 12 blank spaces
as there will be occasions when
you want a picture with no
caption]. When you have no
further captions to code press

length ot mS

by deleting e

m±i.umim
5 REM p=stat-t pointer

m*=te>:t (merged in
P42C0DE must be on
board

10 INPUT "Message pointer?" ,p
20 FDR *=1 TO VAL m*(p>: LET z

* =CHR# <f*7J+CHR* 29+m$(p+l TD p
2): PRINT : RANDOMIZE USR 6478

7 LET p=p+12: NEXT f

SAVE "m$data"

mind boggling tor o
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Ray Elder unveils the

third programming

challenge, a

professional Input

routine.

library recently? II not hove yoi
used or peeked over the
shoulder of someone using a
"professional" computer?

I first noticed the way In

expect input by watching Ihe
screen ol Ihe system Installed Ir

our local library. Most

data is typed and displayed on

alter headings which describe
what the contents should be.

I had also decided to write a
simple program to catalogue
my program collection, yes. I'm
talking about a database or tile

program. First let me clorlfy the

FILE — The complete set of all

the data on the whole
collection.
RECORD - The data which is oil

the information relating to a
single program In my collection.
FIELD - The specific data
referring to one part or entry on

For example, the (lie

"Programs" will contain a record
for each of my cassettes ana on
each of these records will be
fields lor Name, Company. Type.
Comment, Price and rating.

Now don't panicl This month's
pro|ect Isn't to write a complete
file program, buf the problem is

to produce ...a piolesslonai

Not only can this general
purpose routine be used for my
specific file program but could

or overwrite previous entries,

d). Provide fhe option to leo<

Held blank or terminate the
entry ol dala before a field i

lull. (Use ENTER key?]
e). Provide a means
from the record entry routine,

f]. Identity the Held being wrC

characters to the field.

3. Possible Approaches.
This time I have taken tf

liberty ot Including a shorl

project, buf If you enter It an
run It you will get a good Idi

ol what I nave been trying tc

explain {a picture worth a

program or at any point In a

input Is required; such as high

game commands, or indeed
anything thof requires more
than a single key press.

1. Identify Pi

We require Ihe ability lo print

headings and fields lor data
entry at any desired screen
position, display a cursor and
accept and store data entered
by the operator. The data must
be identified and allocated to

The operator should have

through fields and previously
entered data making

- If required.

type, the lafer being "N" lor

numerical and "C" for

alphanumeric character, ond
useful when writing the

only.

These details, especially the
field length and type, may be

reference or fhe data simply
RESTOREd and re-read as
required.

It may be as well to consider

position In relation to the way in

which the date will be stored,

would be wise to decide on fhe

Data Handling

-i rh>s>

a). Print cursor at y, x position,

b). Move cursor Up and Down
Irom field to Held ond Left and
Right within the current field,

c). Allow the operator to delete

01Mens ioned a
ol DIM IS1200A22). where 200 Is

fhe number of records possible.

6 Is the number of fields and 22
Is the length of the longest Held.

With this method pointers 'rec'
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could keep (rack of the first

element and 'Held' the fields

The problem is that it uses a
lot of memory, all the fields ore
22 characters long even those
which only need 3 and 6
characters. The DIM used takes
up 26410 bytes.

It is possible to convert all

and construct a single string

with the data In It and store It

What i mean Is LET rS=name-
tie Id+Compa ny-tie Id s+Type-
lield+Comr

—'
fleld+Ratim

length will be 9-9 and It we s

DIM [$(200,100) - allowing tc

nt-tleld+l

per re

the data straight to a memory
block and SAVE/LOAD It using
the CODE function rather than
the DATA() system needed with

the DIMs
It could also be useful storing

dimensioned array tor

when checking input a

Back to Business..

DIM t$(6.22) at It ri of each

is complete then transfer It to
the main storage format.

Input will almost certainly be
by INKEYS and the key pressed
stored to a temporary string (or

checking. The first check may
well be to trap 'no key pressed'.

Perhops the second check
could be tor a 1--

Theci

done before we can finally

move on. Once a key press
passes ell the above then we
con assume it is an entry to the
field, some validation needs to

be done so that letters cannot
be entered into a numerical
field (but don't forget to allow far

a decimal point!) and non
alphanumerical characters are
prevented trom being entered In

:" field.

8999 REM screen d splay
9000 INK 9 PAPER 0: BORDER 0: C
LS : PRINT " PROGRAM FILE - Ent
er Records
9010 RESTORE 9991 FOR 1=1 TO 6:

READ x$,y x.flen t$: PRINT AT y
,x;x$;AT y x+8; INVERSE 1

( TO flen): IN
VERSE 0: NEXT i

9991 DATA Name:

"

4,0,22, "C"
9992 DATA Company: ", 7, 0, 22, "C"
9993 DATA 'Comment: ", 13,0, 22, "C"
9994 DATA 'Type:" 10,0,20, "C"
9995 DATA 'Price: , 16,0,6, "N"
9996 DATA 'Rating ", 16,20,3, "N"

it the character on the

I it is the final entry in the
ord then store It all in (he I

i clear the temporary fielc

store ready for a new set of d

all is OK before finally storing

Possibilities

data entry and on delete If It

event could call If,

If the temporary strlno Is used
and repositioned then the same
routine could be used for an
mend option, except that on

temporal,
stored dala.

array filled with the

4. Further Development.
What a vasl area to consider!

Obviously you could complete
» program adding
Display. Store [to

tape, mlcrodrlve or disk). Search,
""" program

e ad|us
•r applications by
field headings and

lengths.
In fact a separate program

details and written to a file

which the main program could
' when run and which

features, The program could be
made Into a universal, general
purpose database utility then.

If the routine was carefully
written It should be possible to
call If for specific Input usage,
setting up the heading, y pos. x

pos and field length and type
before calling.

Don't |ust sit th

with usl If you
problems, want to

think I'm faking th'

approach or )ust wum iu su

hello, then drop us a line.

This Is the most complex
Pro)ecl X that I've set and II

interested to see how you ri

the challenge. It you have
produced a

you

ask, first that your
original work and unpublished
elsewhere and secondly that

you do not send a full database
program; just the Input section

One of the important features
of such a routine is that it should
be compoct — the less room it

compact efficient input routine
that can be run. A written or
printed listing will do. but a
cassette copy does help me

the screen display I've given, s

deliberately because it has
varying length fields, screen
positions and dala type si).

of to do It properly on a
monthly basis! The solutionis)

which we consider to be most
appropriate will be featured In

uitably reworded,
Neil month I hope to present

i few interesting solutions to the
econd Project X. the Shuffle, see

E
<a
O
O
a.
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'Ing programs we receive
mtiuucd are: a synchronized cur-
sor [Interrupt driven), last drawing,
Kernpston(keyboard operation and

Type in the listing and SAVE It.

orrectlons then save the tlnal

version with SAVE "PICASSO" LINE 1

so that tuture loadings autonjn.

Menu
The program Is menu driven and

keyboard (the keys are user defin-
able tram option 'R"l or a Kempston
compatible Joystick and interface.

The ENTER key Is used to switch

PLOT: Plots a polnl
the current cursor position In the
selected INK colour.
DRAW: Draws
point plotted or previously drawl
to, to the present cursor position.
CIRC: Defines the present
position as the centre of a
then use LeftfRlght to Incr"
decrease the Radius. Pres
draws the circle or Space

DEL.; Deletes the

KEMPSTON

4. VIEW PROGRAM
Lists the program

Saves the picture to fape.

6.LOAD
Loads a picture from tape

Q NEW
Resets the program.

J. JOYSTICK/KEYBOARD
Changes mode ot control.

R. REDEFINE KEYS
Set up the control keys to s

you rsel t.

I ALTER TIME DELAY
Specifies the c

C CHANGE COLOUR
Allows you to select INK and

PAPER colours.

S GRID ON/OFF
Toggle:

display
page w

d facility.

shown o
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12 T 2Ui I "KEMPSTaN" AND REEK (USR
'B"+2I-1>+ ("KEYBOARD" AND PEEK

50.:- ken i.-i.y.y. DEFINE KEYS v.v.v.t

Ek 23B7'>, POLL UtFM*i,PEEK 1:34.7)

Sea PRINT CHRt B;A*

740 POKE USR <>B"+6,VAL F*l POKE

750 BORDER UAL P«: PAPER VAL PI

107a PRINT COlAT 0, 28 1 "MODE" I AT

K,Yl DBAH LX-K,LY-Y| NEIT F: OVE

LEN (STR* ABS (L(-X>>|ABS <L1-I)
|AT 1,0|"V|-|TAB 3-LEN IBTRI ABE

1220 IF INKEY«-CHR« 13 THEN LET

2O40 IP VAL Ot<S OR UAL QO40 TH

2050 CLE I POKE USR "D"*7,UAL Q«

ROB.RAM

"

,25 e RETURN

5030 RANDOMIZE (N-nEft)
5040 POKE MEM-L',FEEh J3i/ij: FOhF

5050 POKE N.Oi SAVE AICQDE MEH-2

APE. "1 GO TO <J500

DUN juai PRESS Ei.t«T.

6O40 LOAD 0»CODE HEN-

2

) AND IPEEK (N-m-lPEEK (USR "B
"»1

) I THEN RETURN
SO20 BEEP -2,I5l POKE N.ll POKE
N-M.PEE1 USR "B"l POKE N*2,PEEK
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BIOS IF N=1ien THEN RETURN

?i-pfek i.ish "B" ana peer: cn-ii>p

B120 PLOT PEEK USB "B",PE£K <USR

BI25 DROW PEEK CN-2J -PEEK USB "B

a! ;o E'rrp .7.75: pole n,2: poke

SI50 LET L-USR CURSQRl RETURN

S70' IF OI-K*(Z> BND R>1 THEN B

. .'..:-i i.t ' L n?,R nifiOB: pu.'.t n.

3. POKE N+l.Kl POKE N-2,V| POKE
N*i,Rl LET N-N-t*: RETURN

S710 REM V.7.7.?. KENP Y.V.V.Y.

?4 1ii BES7UPE 96ilfi: LET L-97Q0

T START-fl. LET BVTE-Oj LET TOT-0

EN PRINT "ERROR IN LINE "[Li ST

96SO IF &•-•>•>•> THEN RETURN
;isi%5«^«==r

;«
;;f

»••«•=""•"."
^3i""a S3 .26 92 12. 111 38

SFiJ&Wfc'Slrt'iS'i

s".™a,";-s
,
i"'S'!?°s

,

i

19,71,26, 19. 219,25*. 203, 4S, 16, IS

;™tri':S:?iSi! :SS?;"»

rH :*:; ^•"•"a;™;T;s
9B0O DATA -999

i^;RSrEHS-£:
PHCASSG
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Welcome to 2nd

Generation Breakout.

Imagln
£7.95

a tailed up version ot Breakout
s some sort ol space age
mega-game But then I've always
been a sucker tor a good game

(based on the coin-op game by
talto), but Instead ol the simple
version ol the game thats been
floating around for years this

version hos a number ol added
features that put a bit ol spark

The game starts with a simple
bat and ball screen, In which
the barrier Is mode up ol layers
Of dilferent coloured bricks
running horizontal ly across the
top ol the screen. But as you
start to filt the barrier capsules
are released which, II caught,
have differing effects on your
shlpfbol. Some of fr

you'd have a hard time controll-

ing the movement of the ball
well enough to find the barrier's

weak spots.
There are a couple of minor

Improvements that could be
made: the ship responds quite
well to keyboard control, though
It sometimes gets a little b(*

'

and I wasnf too keen on using n
with a Joystick. And the collision

detection is a bit suspect at
times, as the ball con sometimes
go right through the bat when II

looked certain that you'd hit It

•oddly

It lerky,

ban d

These all add a bit of variety to
the action, especially os you
can often llnd yourself darting
around the screen trying to

decide whether to go for the
ball or to risk going after the

There are also different types
ol aliens' trapped behind the
barriers. These arent deadly, but

and old-fashioned os Breakout,
but after all. Its one ol those
oldies but goodies thai can gel
you completely hooked, and
Arkanolds Is currently the game
that gets played most In our
office. Its only the relatively high
price that slops It getting on
unreserved monster hit. Eight

b they're eyou c
quid

e Ihe ball oil them . .

rack up a lew points.

On later screens Ihe shape of
Ihe barrier becomes more
complei and lust to make life

even more difficult certain types
of bricks are harder to destroy
than others, while some at"
completely Indestructible

version ol Breakout these days,
but Arkanolds Is about the best
version that you're likely to gel.

M'l'l'm 1!
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ies In progress. Move the Incendiary and high eiploilve

ow a crime lo rush to the lhat pack an extra punch the good guy as yoiicon arrast l|H lip , I I]
« The scene no* changes ricochet for bouncing around perps by gunning Ihem down LUI! !kU\ I I'll
Z ramps, lifts and swamps cornerslmaWsureyou dont hit £U con aTso gain bonu point! f UllOII.IV
lormthecllywhlchlspopu- yourselt] and trie deal seekers by ridding the city oliother

d by all sort, MM* lite You Btf9Kfl£M*&b. SS21££Xft2£828 l-l I I





Bust the Interplanetary drug ring

in Cascades arcade game

.THE FIGHT HAS ONLY
JUST BEGUN!

The ploi's rather involved but
the action is straightforward

shoot em up tare. The inlay blurb

civilisations and drug harvesting

on distant planets but when you
get Into tl

and d
game.

your mission is lo command a
two phose operation againsl the

drug growers [the drug is called

Sky hence the title). As their

plantations are heavily guarded
by defence towers, you must first

knock them out. Piloting yr
_

stob
e planet

and speed can be all

drastically so that moi
an exciting game rest:

slow speed with minlrr

threat' you are likely t

but at the other extren
virtually unplayable. S

challenge
When the first phasi

occasionally. Yol
take out other bll

protecting the n<
note oi subtely is

panel tells you when I

has been identified a
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David Nowotnik gives a guided

tour of his computer set-up and

outlines the improvements he'smy
m^^ maae.

system
microcomputer and selection of

peripheral devices and software
is usually lust a matter ot

personal taste and need. I

regard myself as an enthusiast'

;

having progressed from ZX81 to

ZX Spectrum, I found the sales
hype which accompanied the
launch of the QL in 1984
Irreslsfoble. So, off went my £400
within days of the first

- —d my QL

Its EPROM-based operating
system precariously hanging
from the back of the machine.

JfvT version QL which has given
me two years' reliable service.

Added along fhe way were a
QL-compatlble Microvltec. CUB
colour monitor and Epson RS-80

FIT printer. For the package I

didn't get much change out of

£1,000. Today, by shopping

under £400. Even at today's
prices, that represents excellent
value for money, especially
considering the package of

Last September, the QL
seemed to be dead', and t

temptation to move to anotl

system (noticeable in all m\
owning friends) was high.

Amslrad nr* --'

Two features of the QL which
have always received major
criticism are the keyboard and
microdrives. The feel' of the
keyboard is poor, but despite all

the pounding that It has
received over the past two years
[especially when my children
play 'Karate'!], my QL keyboard
has always been 100% reliable,

become sufficiently

acclimatised to the (eel of the
keyboard that my typing Is no
worse on the QL thon on more
professional keyboards.

Cartridge care

The microdrive system deserved
a bad reputation on the
Spectrum. But the effect of this

was thot few professionals were
prepared to give the system

e found the Q
>e no more troublesome tho

my experience ot SVj" floppy
disc d
to throw a
cartridges. Corrupted files are
rare, but, generally these have
been successfully rescued with
Talent's Cartridge Doctor'. The
main limitations with microdrive
are the access speed, and the
maximum 100K storage per
cartridge I'll describe my
answer lo Ihe speed problem a

efficiency You'll be buying one
Just lo spoil yourselfl

Having previously used the 1K

and 16K ZX81, and 48K

surprising' limitation on Ihe QL
was lo have 'only' 128K of RAM.
The QL Is a particularly greedy
machine In terms ot memory
requirements For example, fhe
Psion application programs
occupy such a large amount of

RAM. In 'Quill', documents are
limited to around 1.300 words
before the whole sysfem slows
down to unacceptable levels as

between RAM and microdrive. In

the some way. 'Abacus' and
Archive' have fairly low memory
limits placed upon (hem. For
efficiency, extra RAM is essential

Ram boards

There are a number Of suppliers
of RAM boards for the QL I

opted for the maximum
expansion ot a S12K wllh a Thru-
Con' board from Sandy (UK) PGP
Lid At £110 it was marginally the
cheapest at time of purchase,
and this company w

—

blockbut seemed prepared tc

anyone developing QL-
compatible systems. Now, fhe
CST's 'Thor' seems to be rolling

off the production line New
good-quality QL software

seems to be no shortage of QLs
in certain retail chains like

Forth

The only It

change now Is my prln
it to

there ore several suppliers of
disc systems for the QL. If you go
on this route, I would suggest a 1

Mbyte 3Vi" disc system. Tn my
experience, 3Vi" drives are more
reliable, quieter and foster than
5V«" drives. Single drive systems
cost at least £150. with an extra
£100 for a second drive. Unless
you hove a particular

RX-80 cannot produce the near
capacity, taster access or haveletter quality [NLQ] finish ot many

more recent dot matrix printers. particularly unreliable
For certain letters and microdrives (which could be
documents, the RX-BCs best fixed for around £35], this extra
typeface just doesn't have a expense cannot really be
sufficiently professional' finish. justified In terms of increased

c: :,v •

ft And.

3! this

extra RAM Is the increased
operating speed of the QL.
External RAM* for the QL use
DRAM chips with taster access
times lhan the Internal RAM.
Another bonus Is the ability to

utilise the QLs multitasking
capabilities a lot better. And a
third advantage is the ability to

utilise fully something called
RAM discs.

For those who have not came
across the term before, 'RAM
Discs' provide you with a volatile

(lhat is. it will be lost if you turn
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LRU

d floppy discs. For

example. RAM discs can be
formatted (FORMAT ram1_200);
this allocates space In RAM tor

RAM discs Instead of giving the
storage medium a name. you

the number of sectors |1 seclor=
512K). Files can be LOADed.
SAVEd. COPVed, to and from
RAM discs In exactly the same
way as microdrive and floppy
disc Except for BASIC programs,
major Increases In speed are
possible BASIC ASCII files are

operation

difference to the net speed of

transfer.

Marti

Of the various RAM disc
packages available to the QL. 1

selected 'Qflash' from Eidersoff,

priced £18.95. The attraction was
trie claim to be the fastest BAM
disc sysfem for the QL. and a

"*- 'Ms RAM

transferred to RAM d
s -o a

e speed of 'Oflash' RAM discs
rough a cartoon display. The
:reen display can be changed

a commands: MDVLOAD
transfers all files on microdrive
to RAM disc In 7-14 seconds;
fBACKUP transfers all files from
RAM disc to microdrive In a

full microdrive cartridge back-
up In just 30 seconds!

I hove found the extra RAM
and RAM discs particularly
useful In the Psion packages. For

Before loading Qui II'. RAM
discs are Installed, then the
cortlents of the 'QUILL mlcrodrh
and a document microdrive ar
loaded into two RAM discs. For

the master to be In mdv2
during installation of the RAM
discs and tool kit, loading

everything invol

Cdrtrldge change (swapping the
'Qflash' master for c J—
cartridge], but total

Qflash' master.
Using the CONFIG_BAS'

program on the Quill' cartridge,

1 have set up 'Quill' to expect
program files to be on RAMI,

SMfrnr

1 Quill
-.

I hi:; :.

RAM2. In this way, »

same for 'help' tiles and printer

data flies

The advantage to having
document files on RAM2 Is.

again, instant' access Normally.
I'll transfer to RAM2 a number of
document 'templates' — empty
documents with headers, footers,

margins tabs, etc all set up for

Fore:
template, with my address set
on the top right, and 'Dear' a

n RAM2 (transferred from

which I'll be working on during

most recent. It's never a good

multitasking program, v
behind the main application.
'Keydefine' can save a lot of

typing of frequently used
phrases, sentences, and
paragraphs. With Keydefine' you
can predefine any key to hold
text. In practise, say In using
'Quill', pressing ALT and the
predefined key will bring
'Keydetine' into operation, the
text associated with that key Is

fed into Quill's input buffer, so

starting at the cursor position. It

Is possible with 'Keydefine' to

Inset control characters, to

simulate pressing, for example,
the function keys, ENTER, and
TABULATE.

Back to 'Qflash' for o moment

Keydefine' Unlike other RAM
discs systems. Qtlash' does not
require you to FORMAT RAM
discs before use Eight RAM discs
are available immediately you
Install the RAM discs These

I
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HUT
tiiscs' only take up the space o
Ihe tiles you place in Ihem [plus

a small overhead); i.e. Ihe size a
the RAM discs <; *a<

depending on their

and available HAM. This is a

space Is wasted; the rest ot RAM
Is available to ODOS. However, in

executing any ol the Psion
programs, they will grab all

available SAM, leaving the
'Qflash' RAM disc with no room
to expand The way around this

problem is to create a large
dummy tile on RAM disc [one
program line in the
boot program) lust before
executing 'QUILU then deleting It

once buill' is running. So, In

every 'Quill' session, my first

'Keydetine! removing the dummy
tile is achieved simply by
pressing ALT and the predefined

i. by pressini

urprised at the differ'

>ase In 'workspace' c

I? jllSl o
s. Fore mple, tt

sets of printer data w
required for a draft copy, o II

copy on continuous Dooer. a
a final copy 01

sheets. Currently. I

ot printer data on microunve
(which Is transferred to RAMI I

the boot program). The trick tc

" - of these files is to
deleti

BACKUP the

My next project for 'Quill' is to

write a printer Spooler'. This will

allow a document 'printed' to

one of the RAM discs to be sent
to seM [hence the printer) In the
background — that Is, a

:i the
working with c

while another is being printed.

The 'Keydetine' cartridge does
contain a 'spooler' program, bu
this modifies certain control
codes, producing odd effects

> 'Quill'

discs are having a profound
etfect is In use with Metacomco's
'C compiler. As one of my
favourite languages, I was very
annoyed with this product's slow
compilation speed with a
Standard OL; 10 minutes tor only
a short 'C program. With
expanded RAM, RAM discs, and
repetitive keystrokes 'Keydeline'd.

compilation now usually takes
under a minute.

Toolkit

Another product I find

invaluable Is Tony Tebb's Toolkit .

Although version II ot this toolkit

provides! Regular readers ot ZXC
will know that I spend a lot ol
my time of the OL keyboard
programming in BASIC That work
is made a lot easier with Toolkit's

I hope this description of my
OL computer system might
provide fellow QL users with a
few tips on how they might get

have any further suggestions I

you; we'll publish the best ot

Lin-OType

>
1U
a

<

O

s
a
5
LU
a.

c typewriter to

produce small pamphlets,
publicity sheets and the like In r.

vorlety of typestyles. It is one of

Ihe programs ot the "Dumpy"
tamlly, and. as such, calers for c
very wide range of printers and
Infertaces; morover, since It

contains o hetty chunk of BASIC
In the Tosword 2 tradition. It can
be readily adapted to tit any
storage medium; tape,

sorfs are all catered tor. Whot
you get tor your money is a
master program ond a 12 page
manual, nicely produced in

clear type, photoreduced on a
good quality photocopi

provide more space for use by
the Lln-O-Type program proper.
The master program goes
through a series ol questions
about your printer and your
interface, asking about line

teeds and all sorts ot other
things, I merely $.

then just typed in the defaults;

this worked a treat on my Epson
FX 80. The master program
finally ends by saving your
customised program on your
disc After that, you're away.

Vou can use the program In

two modes The first mode Is

almost that of an electric

typewriter In which the text

which you type In Is printed out
line at a lime. So I had a go at
this (figure 1). Great fun, too.

Printed out all sorts of things —
even Greek and Russian fonts.

Easy! The key to this is the way In

changed —

immediately a prompt ©

glance at the manual ai

enter the necessary letter. A to E

lor the fonts In memory, F to load
some more (though you can't

load in the middle of a line)

and so on. The type style

selected actually comes up on
screen to help you, so you really

see what is happening before
the printer gets hold ol it.

read a Tasword tile In and
watched it being printed out in

a variety of styles.

Although this Is a rather nice
" ' managed to tlnd

support n
j: Ihe

copies Nice to know user
support Is so good.

All In all, I liked It. The cost ot

Lln-O-Type on cassette Is £8.50.

(£1.50 extra lor disc which Is not
bad), from Bradway Software ot

33, Conalan Avenue, Sheffield.
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»ealh In the d s ihe

ank wargame that also Includes
in arcade sequence. Ihe gome
;an be played either agains!
lumon or computet opposition can mum nuw
II which you play the Germans turn. Obviously

" impt to take Tobruk.

Include) a measure of Its

Intantry, artillery, armoured
vehicle and support strengths

and its mobility factor which
determines now many square—-igh Inaslngle

At the time o
allies had only halt finished
laying a huge minefield. The
line, although Incomplete gave
Ihe Germans an imposing
barrier that they must either go
round or get their engineers to

llnd a way through. On the other

that supplied the allied forces
As with most wargomes tobruk

Is played in a series ot turns In

which the opposing armies
move ttielr forces and attack the
enemy Positioning a loystlck or

keyboard controlled cursor, the
Identity and strengths of a unit

can be displayed
—*--

well supplied. All ui

sides need supplies that provide
ammo and reinforcements other-

wise they will rapidly weaken.
Consequently. Tobruk Is as much
a baffle of support as It Is tor

ground.
The Allies gain their support

from the six target oases and will

retreat as these are taken. The
Germans have two mobile
supply units that can service
any unit within sli squares. So It

you keep our troops together
you stand a better chance but
be sure you protect the supply
trucks or your game will be lost.

Tobruk differs from n—

'

wargomes with the addition o
vita rcommand phase This

phase allows you to assign your

olr support and engineers to six

different missions The air support
can be assigned to maintaining
air superiority, and support
ground attacks. Similarly the

recover damaged armoured
vehicles for repair, sabotaging
enemy tanks and mine clearing.

Each mission Is represented by a
coloured box which changes

assign support. Red means the
enemy's ahead In that mission,

yellow indicates that no-one has
got advantoge but green means
you're ahead: If you get a green
In ground support then you have

against any er
In mine clearing wni ucm u
square of mines Clear enough
and you might catch Ihe allies

As with previous PSS
Warmaster games, Tobruk also
contolns an arcade sequence

By pushing the loystlck you

stations In an attempt to blast a
many enemy tanks as possible

with your allotted ammunition.
This system works quite well but
will take some practice before
you can swap between Ihe ma)
machine gun, main turret and
driving screens quickly enough
to stop your forces taking a
beating. Since your perform-
ance affects the result of all yoi
battles its best to avoid this

arcade sequence until you've
had a chance to practice

Even without the arcade
sequence Tobruk is still one ot

the best wargames I have ever

played and Is highly
recommended lor both gaming

; and wargamlng

MOU
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The fist is back — but

does it still have the

old punch?

Two years ago Melbourne

first real kung-fu game Here at
last you had total control over
the player character and could
Kunch and kick your opponent

i a variety ot unmentionable
places. Soon the shops were
swamped with clones and
copies of the Classic Way of the
Exploding Fist. Now Melbourne
House has been bought by
Masterfronlc who hope Fist II

will mirror the suoceK of the
Clossic original.

The gometape actually

contains two gomes. Fist II and i

Basically the original Fist but
with Fist II backgrounds When
you've practised the kicking,
lumping and punching moves
you re ready to "continue the

time when warriors learned the
Way ot the Exploding Fist and
they've long s

betrayed one
Into the tyran

the land plunged

of the

packs) to Nin)as, A
Shoguns that can back up their

excellent kung-fu skills by
throwing deadly stars at you.

The aim ot the game Is to
collect scrolls and take them to

the correct alter to gain the u:

of a trlgram. These are mystical
symbols that give you extra
powers such as extra strength
nd healing although some
aren't »o easy to Identify.

Unfortunately you seem to

roam through endless sc

nothing that take an age to

i challenge and
defeat the warlord who hides
deep in his volcano to-

1— .
. Jt it will

. n hour to find Ihe
sf people will give

up long before then.

danger. The danger c

ir forfeit one t

iese range
:lll panthers

flSTI
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Peter Sweasey delves

into the releases and
awards a rare budget

adventure Monster Hit.

-ittle did I expect to he

is like Heroes Of Karn
while you're at It, Interceptor?

Not long otter I started this

column. I lamented about the
poor state ol budget software
Almost o year later, the situatlor
has not greatly Improved.
Though some encouraging Indh
product comes In from time to

time, the budget big boys are
highly disappointing. Firebird
only publish Peter Torrance
garni

expect to receive two detective
adventures based In Miami this

monthl But I did, so this hm« we
feature the budget, Miami Vice
inspired Matt Lucas: but unfor-
tunately not CRL's more nautical
Murder Off Miami as the copy I

received was bugged.
All I was able to play is part

one, with no graphics (when
graphics appear, the games

--e start). What I've

Indeed, there Is some great
old material for an enterprising
budget label to reissue Like
Mlkrogen'5 one-off, superb little

adventure. Witch's Couldron (now

me early
Delta 4?
On to other mailers.

Remember I told you about o
tape magazine. Spectrum

What do you mean, no! Anyway,
the latest Issue has recently
reached me. ond there's been a
notable Improvement. For £2 you

n adventures they

highly
inbugged

s
<

Mostly budget titles this

month, including two from the
Players label. Pleasing to see
that both ore better than the
dreodtul adventures this

Interceptor offshoot debuted with
last year. Why not repackage

example, c
Quilled - If II was me, It would
have faster responses: and
Maslertronic would have saved
on their programming costs. US
Gold's Americana label seems
to have fizzled out before they
could release anything more
than The Hulk: a shame,
because something like Cloy-
mourge Castle would make an

"
it budget title

(Including a c
Mlndplay contributor John
Wilson!, some news and views,

presentation has improved
greatly since I saw it last and
the computer format Is much

magazim

a Ireebie; but while the text is

well written, the vocobulary and
responses are painfully limited.
Generally recommended, how-
ever, lor the keener adventurers
among you. Try a copy: EZ Irom
SAEC 4 Kilmartln Lane. Carluke,

ML3 5RT.
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THE SERF'S TALE FcAMSAVE'UOAD option - bui
5 only useable wHen you find

casi those spells! There's GET
irrelevant tine reony - me ana DROP all. You can also PUT

beating whensoever on the RETRIEVE them, so can carry
pome or even the scenario This more

Una of the very firsi be done without radically
adventurel The original main- changing The storyline other
irome game was never copy- than a

including ones Irom Melbourne as well written. The best thing
House and Level 9. The puzzles about The Serf's Tale, however. Is

Adventure. In which case you've
improved, wiin some new twists been wasting your lime

harder than the level ° version). C7i

essTSSS /^>.un,\|OT|:|)
3SS,T,KSS 'S-„ ;vM iVIuiioll.li

P^ertQll^iianiQci^*
'

' ( "^V\ 1.1 I T

FOUR MINUTES
TO MIDNIGHT

since 1 hey were among the llrst

w?p
C
ed ou°

9
mo

a
sl oTlhe world*

orlginol games Graphics hove

ressed to allow longer descrip- lory Is too tight, ond you are for

l Jl
H _ HI, CT^

\^fc

; 1J
you, 1 still leel GAC's response

tlve work. Compared with CRL's

becomes laughably crude But

ortie?'"?™
1™'

IheTnnomed

in. Players are ottered a too limited as to what you con but I look forward lo coming C/ 'PO |1
lolce ol graphics or an da The grophlcs ore poor, the games especially Quaan Tulia .-'i^-_-:^;: I

ipanded text version New description uninspiring and the and Faerie I Just hope they ore '--L. JV"it
) II

atures like RAM5AVEILOAD are other characters have virtually updated with more thought. ^liU »*
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H E L P L I N E
e "w sToO

SAY

Some months ago i

flood o( letters com
dungeon grating; u

others, like this one,
trickle of mall. Funr,
lite, is It not? [You are employed
tor problem solving, not philo-

sophy, thank you — Ed). Mumble.

Continuing with the multitude
ol pleas trom Simon Fuller thai

we finished on last time. In The
Mural, to remove the sandwich
eating penguin is quite a task.

READ TIMES when carrying the

scissors, then type COUPON OUT.

Take this coupon to the post bo*
and POST COUPON to receive a
Mickey Mouse watch. Head
back to the bookcase (best

done with the plate], go west
and DROP WATCH. Your brownie
points will be boosted. In

Sherlock, open Basil's safe while

he's in lo-ndon - at about ten

on the second morning, for

exomple At the start ot Return To
Eden (a gome torever shamed
by the ghastly Australian soap
opera which shored Its name).
DIG DOWN on the mole hill,

SLEEP in the comfortable cave
you find, lo ovoid Incineration,

Belgian Tom Vandepoel (sorry

I spelt your name wrong the

other month. Tom) wants to cross

the river (deep?) to reach the
mountain In Mountains ot Ket, I

suggest you don't need to. Buy
the horse with the money Irom

the Coitographer. then ride eost

from the village and you'll be at

In a Department of Employment

Economics teacher (proof ot her
broad profession Is the In-

decipherable way she writes her
name, sorry It I've spelt it wrong)

door In the Inventing

EUREKA. [In the alcove, think of

electricity lor the password).

Leave the wretch In the stocks

alone (justice must be donel)
and resist the temptation to

throw on apple (unless It's bee
peeled and cored properly

first!).

A. Faulkner Is Indulging In

s. T.re

put In the Idol's tings, a white

will be revealed. Toke all these,

and Ihe tlask the idol drops. Put

the gems in the llask and your

ottering is ready. A" asks why we
1 telephone helpline.

r,i,i- .
tcludinc.

.

luroges people to give up
ring as soon os they pet

( rather than persevering; t

refer to Ihe game in question: c)

The Editor cannot find anyone
mug enough lo run such
thing, ond d] Several

is Weymouth is

me House's twc

n The Hobbit, he has

.. „_.n Rlvendell) In It

nountalnside then WAIT tor foti

to toke Its course In Sherlock. I

uannol use Ihe cob You need

X

Invisible, climb Ihe stairs, g.

and east onto the ledge. Tfe
beam will give way under tne

beast's weight. The Djlnn win

require gems: the green gem
trom the snake's tongue (f.i ROPf
TO TONGUE, PULL ROPE), the i> jo
trom the horse and the red iron-

GET INTO CAB [the author has no
Idea ol proper English, not to

mention punctuation) then SAY
TO CABBIE "GO TO KINGS CROSS
ROAD" GET OUT OF CAB at the
other end - bul the |ourney will

Finally. Tim Hills Is completely
flummoxed by the tlrst part ol

Colour Of Money. Twollower's

been kidnapped, but that's all.

You need fo do good deeds —
with cripples and cats. Also TALK

GUARD outside the leaning
tower, and SAY WHERE.

As always, my thanks are due
to the remarkable John Wilson.

Silicon Surgeon
Loss or discolouration ol hair?

Unable to sleep? Staring, blood-
shot eyes? Are you Incapable ol

holding a conversation except
where speech consists entirely ot

gibber sn, along the lines of "If

you g-jvv the washing powder to

me ogre BEFORE singing Ihe
lullaby .'7 Fingers ever twitch-

ing In search ot a delete key?
Mind ever searching for a
synonym lor MOVE?

All are symptoms ot

odventurltls; a sad disease
which belongs (Irmly to m

s Bul a is 01 11 I. The
operation Is simple:
taken to hand, the pen Is put lo

the coupon (providing Doctor
Bryan remembers to supply it),

the pen completes the coupon.
The precautions (printed below)
are read. The coupon is placed
in an envelope and posted to

Mindplay, No 1 Golden Squc
London W1R 3AB. The " J

itidote K

British correspondents, please
enclose o stamped, addressed
envelope It you wanl a personal

reply rather than wolt some
months lor Ihe magazine to

come out. II you are writing from

obrood. )ust enclose an
envelope — I'll odd the postage.

I try lo respond within two
— *-be longer (on

iheo I. VOL rlirjhl

) reply). I

ONLY DEAL WITH ADVENTURES Not

arcade games; nor technical
problems (write to Crosswlres

about those); nor arcode adven-
tures [Gargoyle games Included,

not even Heavy on The Maglck).
Please put the name ol the

S3
me you're writing about on
e back ol the envelope. And

PLEASE don't write letters asking
lor g
don't I

I |usl

eryone. fThey &
be obtained, however, from
clubs like Adventure Probe -
write lo me for details).

See vou next time
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Grange Hill -

control cutting
Ions required.

speech when v

some way not covered by the

'MJ,

1

surprises In slore — II tor Instance
you meet "the pusher" and take
what he otters, you are Instantly
out ol the game This Is lust one
ot a number ot quick exits from
the game but you only get
jughtoi.__.
To odd a dei

IKS*.

YOU TURN ON YOUR HEEL. "UHE
ARE YOU GOING?" R5KS HOLLO.
"BOCK TO SCHOOL TO GET MY
URLKMRN BACK! " "UHRT! BUT T
SCHOOL 'S LOCKED" . "I'M GOING
TO BREAK IN." YOU SHY. "TH
I URNT TO BE THERE TO SEE IT
SRYS HOLLO , FOLLOWING

.

urgency

i walkman back to

Gonch's house by midnight and
the game offers a fairly stiff

challenge although seasoned
adventurers may find It a bll of a
breeze. Obviously aimed at the
some age group as Grange Hill

viewers, the gome with It's easy
access system, animated
graphics, familiar characters
and puzzles will certainly
appeal la its target audience.

Hollo's attempt to break into
Grange HIM otter hours and
retrieve Gonch's walkman which
has been confiscated. Only by
getting Ihe walkman back con

Gonch Is controlled directly

3V joystick while Hollo generally
usf tags along, although at

jnoouraged or reprimanded In
jrder to keep him tollowlna vou
Conventional

K pion up drop.

solve ond hu Idles

way come Into unexpected use
1 later on. By dispensing with the

I

mapping aspect and
;oncentratlng on Ihe puzzles
Sronge HIM proves to be an_



Mi i 'ttHM.

iow that
nothing ever changes. Here we
are. well Into the 21st Century

s public transport
I being terrorised by

jr day Chelsea and Miilwall
tans! Ol course, the mega-cifles
Oon'1 hove tube trains any more,
but rather a system ol three
walkways, moving at different
speeds ana split up into 12
sections as it circumnavigates
Ihecily.

notorious Shockway Riders — the
most (eared gong In the city.

Athletic oggresslve and
arrogant as your public relation
officer lets everyone know with
more than a fouch of alliter-

ation. Only one challenge
remains. The ultimate one. To go
'Full Circle'. Thfs involves
travelling through all 12 rones
battling against rival gang

form of assistance en route, si

o help yourself fri

one of the many plies of

casually lying a

your supply is unlimited w
""" _

f The advantages ol

inity tc

n take It

reflected In If

There Is olio o bonus for

completing a section quickly.

lutriiiutfia, inw uup:
vigilantes and the umi.ii
maligned but possibly most
dangerous opponent of thei
— the general public!

Naturally, you need some

srgets that surround
>. Secondly, you con
o tetlow traveller)thug

from a distance without having
to resort to an ungentletnanly
display of fisticuffs.

There are other hazards foe
As you progress through the
levels, barriers block one or
more ot the walkways. These
must be dodged as they ore
Inconveniently placed a I head
height and the ensuing
decapitation is not a pretty
sight. Fortunately, this Is the 21st
Century ond your head will

regenerate, but only five times!
you con leap about ot will on

the walkways but hanging back
is not a partlcutorly bright idea
os you leave yourself o '

e feel o
what's going o
chance to practise ony of The 12
sections before you start your
journey The game Is ridiculously
simple In concept but highly
addictive lo ploy. The black and
white cartoon style graphics

" "- gomeploy Is

This is FTL's si

major release after Llghtforce
(an old office favourite) ond they
are showing thot they ore
rapidly becoming a force to be
reckoned with.

i F*^Zf.*.' .
-
.„'" «V:rf :- .
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Wargames Offer
Lothlorien's Monster Hit

rated Legions of Death

plus two other

wargames for Just

£12.95

to Argus Press Software.
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DMP2000
A look at the Amstrad strategy applied to printers

d DMP2000 has
bean getting some good reports

lately, so. now that the cheaper
arinfer options (the Alphacom 32
and ZXPrlnter) hove more or less

vanished, a good, cheap(lsh)
dat-mafrii printer Is always worth

Like most Amstrad products It's

nothing special (ram a technical
point ol view, but manages to

provide all the basic (acuities

you'd expect at a very
competitive price

polystyrene packaging It's an

without a handle than a normal
printer, and this caused a
couple ol problems Initially as
we couldn't tigure out how to get
the ribbon attached or how to

teed paper In. After a bit ol

oHice brainstorming we realised
what was causing the problem:
the machine is 'backwards'
Unlike ony other printer that I've

played with the DMP2000 has

pupei ipu uni
the print head is lu~-~
behind the paper teed
mechanism, so that printing is

done as the paper comes out at

no difference to the print quality

ot course but make the machine
a bit demanding of desk space.

All the options

what you'd expect in this price

fonts, and it accepts standard
Epson codes for print variations,

emphasized, double-strike and
so on. There are no flashy self-

diagnostic tests. International
_.. . . ^ 1ne nke but

ler under £250
» features.

the paper In it printed out text

and screen dumps quite
happily, and the print quality

was perfectly acceptable The
NLQ printing Is very good,
though It Is a little slow. This Is

the only area where the 2000's

performance suffers In

comparison with more expensive
'hough It Is only in NLQ

that the speed Is the drawback],

print out there'

charqcte

Is likely to
The only o..

mentioning

NLQ mode. This might

kat n

/orth

'

text v.

DMP3000 and DMP4u00 further

up the range). I didn't feel that

the slow NLQ printing was such a
weakness that it made the 2000
unsuitable tor wordprocessing. It

might fall Into the no-frllls'

category, but it's probably as
good as you're likely to get for

under £200.

i
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CRG^VHIIsS
Ray Elder grapples with more readers' problems

QL Database s^^S-^K^I^L^'^S TJTZEH2V DB"' Mr
-
llae' Put! '" M100° printer Incompatible with

myprogramming in Basic, do

7acMnT
i

od
a"e

!

nt,'% b
i'!'

need
'fi

* ^"^ ^° r HelP

•S3 I^^S^= S3jS?SM-co3S k

rnderf.Uo.prtnfM.HyS. 'a™/^"3 lotoo, primer prorrer. he codes „hich )ne p,(nler ,ecogriKBS

XKno"f™°oo'te?om'lo°c'''
e

troXVwine&M^Mri&W as <="<>««*>. «S change and also

Admittedly II is reset to BOF when the s ' ls JhS!e pothering dust. As you sign Is code 129.
"' '

eian ' my

o byte pointer such that I can teodtrom What
;
need Is a program® to help aiebsaa likeivto'us'e andledellne iita

Tw^l°^%T"B"nf^iiê '°' and
P
'lhe ^"'tyZu tt^oTany 'he character change numbers - you

S

, T a'wwdm^mntelnmeZlZuld ^naeMt 'back* aSain
e,
-
9
™en"uie

•
Po'nlBf anyrea^ who can helpme It would orlQther g,aphic 5et up io ihe pound

:e battle, I need a routine ae greaely appreciated.
, d

to ascertain where the current pointer ,OL"5 Sin:-- Nowwhen orinllnotrDm Tnwjorri lisp
on on/ open channel Is currently A. OHelll. Coventry
situated. Using my example I wo '

wish to say LET point=tindei)£4:pol,
poinnreclenlndei£A.polnt:prln\ HI assume thnt unu nra switch character sets,

particular I v Interested In
'° Drlri ° use ,lle 8,aPh |c character

d « you could neta '
don't even know of anyone who has o functioned OK whan *^ hnrl ana In

.*..>..._. * . Rnniir nrintarl
lunwiurisu u« wriBri we noo one Tor

4 Powell, Staplehursl. Kent — "••» usageH comprehensive random conslanlly use Ihe Tasword ?p"
read/write access, and Ihs wordprooessor The second biggest use r

1 OCP Art Studh

rlnled - albeit In BJW.

The second biggest us

And A Friendly Word

CO time consuming and at ™iL ,„

•S The method most systems with non Mr. O'Neill via ZX.

"*-
a the beginning of a session, perform V' ZXG B.F. Green ol Rotterdam, has

O
all operations on the orray(s) in Basic Tosword 3 correctly noticed thai Inswaps pr nte-
and then erase theold llleand write ihe

lu'WBIg * control codes destroy righl lusllllcation.
modified one back 10 mi crodrive. m^mDeorSIn, .-,....

DC With the QLs large memory this 91 Iam writing to you hoping code 32 In each control code

drum connected 10 a Brother HR5 moreover chemical lormukje^are
/&.V2C) through Interlace import i-.:r: 101 -ho: u'tiiter degrees

to h h
centigrade.

, M1009 double (32. 32) and triple (32, 32, 32)

lised exactly as prescribed In Intelligently In ihe text.

O'd manual. I cannot get Ihe Yours Sincerely
1/0 prim /he second character John Wase
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selective shopping lor spate

Brian Becket on

upgrade possibility for

QL users

rbaslc L
it. But alas It dldnt arrive

quite soon enough for me to
play with tor any length of time

this ever-readable column. So
apologies tor those waiting
anxiously tor further news about
Turbo. So another month's wall 'or

full details I'm afraid. Besides
I've already said so many nice
fhngs about the product In the

From my brief playings i

however, I can add that 11 iuuh
to be as powerful and user-

friendly os the company claims
and, given that undue modesty
isnt one of Digital's major faults,

this is a strong recommendation
In Itself.

Sector Software informs me
that its excellent multi-tasking,
QL program Taskmaster [ZX

Computing. February 1987) has
been Improved with lots of extra
goodies According to Sector,

-Ijltiplir

IS,

words) code sharing facility,

Superb" notepad, eight
specified programs from the
entry screen, keydefine
compatibility and constantly up-
dated memory information of
"To" and "From" devices The
"lonlaslic" code sharing facility

is [In less dramatic nc-PR English)
certainly Impressive With 512K
RAM to play with. Sector
promises 12 "fully functioning"
spreadsheets and 230K tree

available on 3.5" disc as well as
mlcrodrive for those of you who
can't be bothered to do the
simple configuration necessary
to transfer the mlcrodrived
program to disc All copy
protection (save the copyright
itself) has apparenlly been

many masters as you need.

dated Taskmaster (1 could not In

all honesty deny lhat there Is a
small element of a hint in those
last lew words) so I con only
pass on the news buf—isiderlng Ihe quality ol

lhat the new generation producf
makes an even more valuable
addition lo fhe QL software

bag [the mind boggles) which 1

unquestionably reasonable. If

'"'Ing buying it,

Taskmaster (Ihe last I hear
a reasonable £25 and [wi

enough RAM) will run all I

Pslan programs at the son

Driven to discs

going to have to face up to li-

aise drive problem. If you
haven't already Invested In a

becoming rare on the ground
and should be an extinct
species (many will argue that

extinct species from their very
conception) in the not too
dislanl future. As you have
probably found out to your
sorrow, Ihe wretched things are
undependable, temperamental,
unpredictable and otherwise
annoying to anybody save the
mosf diehard masochlst. Maybe
I'm just unlucky but I've had
endless numbers wear out or act
up lately My OL APL master and
back-up have both given up the
ghost and I'm fortunate to have

everybody I know has had
similar experiences. When blank
microdrives were abundant. It

that fhe mlcrodrive Is about to
join the Dodo in the outer
darkness, a disc drive Is going to
be the only way lo keep the QL
turning over regularly enough la

justify the name of

the last couple ot Mlcrotairs but,
' fhe sellers, any

proposition be it used

various cartridge doctors c

media managers and the
proyer will keep your QL tl'

now seems silly not to put tr

same energy Into getting a
good disc drive "

"

puce Most of the new QL
sot-warp (what there Is) Is

ovniloo.e on disc or can
tronsfefed to disc without
tl,-.-. , Some ot Ihe older
tai">i o'i nxpert to get in

stuff

ir lo a disc
i< you aren't up fo the Job — I

think yoi, will find the software
houses mostly cooperative
(although this co-operation
mlghl cost a couple ol quid) in

providing you with your favourite
program on disc If this doesn't
work, you can devote your
microdrive shopping time In the
electronic antiques market and

patching up time to those
packages you can't get on disc
but, I suspect, everything worth
having will be made available

don't propose to go over them
now. What to do is to look
around for bargains as they can
be found and are likely to

became more common as the
QL fades out of the active
market. In February. I mentioned
that ABC Elektronlc were
preparing to release a QL up-

hundred pounds and consisting
o( an IBM-style keyboard and a

disc drives. The package will be
marketed in this country by
Digital Precision and. all being
well, should be available aboul
now. Had all been well, it should
have been available a few
weeks ago but I gather there
was delay of some six weeks
an the West German end. Lite

suppose that all won't be well far

a bit longer but. If you are
interested, keep checking with
Digital. For those of you who
haven't either yet Invested In a

keyboard, a compact u

Watch this space

Q[column
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Multiface 128
John Wase gives the

latest multi purpose

interface a thorough

testing.

ist. The all-

singing, all-dancing Multiface
12B by Romantic Robot.
Advertised as "No 1 Spectrum
multipurpose Interlace", Its

principal purpose Is to transfer
tape-based software to other
more rapid storage media -
m Icrod rives, Discovery Beta or
Disciple, or even to tape (with o
turbo-load option). Although the
copy save-1 '-

The only point that I could

being completely blue, it left

Tasword +2 with a blue border
until I did some operation whicl

Transparency
Those who ore familiar with the
old Multiface 1 will know that It

had o Kempston joystick ond a

transparent to other add-ons.
There is no longer a joystick por
probably because the Plus2 hos
Its own. The transparency switch
Is o different matter, however
and Is sometimes necessi
has been replaced by a
software switch, toggled i

off by b' — it shows on thi

You load a program. Any old
program. Press the red button-
everything stops and a menu
comes up on the bottom line
Inviting you to exit (to BASIC),
return (to continue the program),
save (to go to save menu), tool
(to access multl-toolkli routines),
print (to dump a screen to the
printer, but only for interlaces
with a COPY command like
Kempston E or LPRINT III), Jump
(ollows you to jump to any
specified address on restart] and
ciear [to clear the extra 64K
memory banks of a 128K
Spectrum). I seized the nearest
128K program to hand; Tasword
+2. loaded It and filled the file

full of Junk. I was particularly
anxious to see If the distortion of

problems; but It dldn'f. It saved a
treat and loaded fine the

h the v

software pir

screen, usually the loader
picture, Is distorted to a greater
or lesser extent In the top halt.
This Is usually righted during the
running of the progrom. As an
alternative to mere copying,
Multiface will allow you to stop a
program, study it , with various
displays of the registers In hex or
decimal, even ASCII to snow
hidden text, PEEK at It, Insert
POKES and save screens

The customary black plastic
box has a through port at the
bottom and a red spring-loaded
button on top, and It fits upright
at the back of the Spectrum, on
the expansion port. I found It

fitted well on a 4BK, but not
quite so well (though
adequately) on the 12SK
Spectrum +2.

Slctures. These saved perfectly,
ottom lines and all. So you car

save pictures ot games and thei
print them out large on a prlnte.

impossible screen, or you can
even print out a poster
advertising Aunt Jane's party.

Next I tried tape First class. A
battered old copy of Manic
Miner saved perfectly but took
well over 4 minutes to reload-
the turbo version took 2 minutes
2 seconds, a very worthwhile
saving.

Then I tried the Disciple
Interlace. Things started to go
wrong here If just wouldn't. I

*
1 the Spectrum

Crash! Romantic Robot told n

through addresses, and a
you to POKE any value Inl

address The space bar a
you to type In a new add
POKE to, the current addn

toggled between the two b
W Is extremely powerful; It c

a window which displays V,

tasteful (lashing blue The w
can be scrolled around wit
cursor keys, If. like me, your
doubtful, then Its easy to hi

This
changed to ASCII equivalent,
allowing "hidden' 1

tent to be

useful facility. Finally, reg' show
the Z80 registers at the time of
stopping, and s selects
additional RAM banks to
examine. Incidentally you nee
to POKE 8192/3 with a specific
address, before returning tc

"

the.
11 to i!

Finally, II you're a machine
code freak, there Is an
additional facility. Multiface hos
an 8K ROM and an 8K RAM as
buffer, and this con be used lor

trying BASIC, since the'RAM
overshodows the Spectrum BOM,
so both cannot be paged In at
the some time For Instance, it

could be used for a piece of
code enabling one to remove
the menu from the bottom of the

The Ideas ond potentlol

It's a pity about the temporary
problem with the Disciple but.
apart from that, Multiface 123
has o lot going for it. It has an
excellent package of facilities

just the job for one to get the
most out ol ones geor.1 though!
it worked very well, and though

quit), ENTER PEEKS and scrolls recomme a t

i:~:,~'"

MLi i^B'''

H P
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THE DISCOVERY
COLUM
More advice for

Discovery owners,

presented by John

Wase.

I hod vowed I would Include
no more cataloguing programs
in Ihe column. That was until I

had this month's offerings.
Discovery Disc Map from Tom
Watts ol Moenchengladbach, W.
Germany, was so Irreslstable fhat

disc, together with listings ol all

the program sections and
voluminous notes which helped
me very considerably.

This program has two main
functions: firstly It prints out an
alphabetical list of files (the
software approach as Tom calls
lt|. To do this II reads a
catalogue and sorts It by
machine code for speed: this

uses a 'Shuttle" sort technique.
The resulflng printout also lists

(res areas on the disc Secondly
(Ihe hardware approach) a disc
map is produced. This shows the
Sisltlon of each file on the disc
ether with those areas of the

This routine has as a basis S.

Nutting's "supercat" routine (ZX
Computing, Oct '86); however,
this allowed for only the
standard sins catalogue. In

November '86 we printed a
routine provided by Opus to
extend the catalogue tile to 676

then required (or the catalogue
tile itself (43 + 676 = 677th file

Discovery refuses to use). This
Increased catalogue size Is often
necessary when using a second
drive of high capacity: I have
had a lot of correspondence
about adding SOT DSDD drives
lately. Allowance for this

Increased size merely demands

Ihe necessary changes to S.

Nutting's mochlne code routine
are given In Figure 1 (the
relevant lines in the BASIC
program also need
corresponding changes).

ZX Computing Monthly May 1987

Nutting's routine from October ZX
Computing (and reprinted In

figure 1). and amend by
POKEing the revised decimal
values listed In figure 1a info the
appropriate locations. Figure 1

also lists the changed
instructions. Save this code with
Ihe command SAVE

enter the code In figure 2, using

loader program (figure 3) which
Includes checksums to ensure
correct entry: In this case, type
Ihe decimal numbers from Ihe
left hand side ol figure 2 Into the
data statements, lines 100
onwards. [Do not, of course, type
In Ihe addresses 46000, etc;
these are automatically
provided by the loader
program). Finally, type In the
BASIC program (figure 4) saving
it with SAVE
• l;"ecat" LINE 10. At line 760,
between the two double quotes
after TAB 27, type In the control
codes tor blue paper [extended
1) and for white ink (caps-shifted
extended 7): between fhe next
two double quoles type In the
codes lor white paper [extended
7] and tor black Ink (caps-shifted
extended 0).

The Basic

Lines 10-60 detlne the functions
used, Initialise the variables and

10 CLEttR 64S99l LET c=0i FOR a
^C490B TO 6499^1 REMU rtl POKE a.

n: LET c-c*n: NEXT a

20 IF COU267 THEN PRINT "D

30 STOP

,221,225,24,214,223,221,223,1.98,

,0,225,209,193,201

64915 20B

64933 1B1
64936 254

code, loading It as necessary.
Lines 100-210 check on whether
a print to screen, printer or both
is needed, and whether you
need a map by block, or an
alphabetical (lie I

250-290 find the si;

catalogue file. PO

at lines 1100 to 1130 provides i

appropriate line lor Ihe disc
map Finally, tines 1200-1250

lor alphabetic listings, which ;



m
of files and runs the code lo sorf

the list.

When you run the program.

output to the screen, the printer
or both A sample output lo the
printer ol the alphabi-- col list ;

given In figure 5, and ol tl

map In tlgure 6; screen output,
also ol the disc map. Is given ii

figure 7. Note how the original
"supercal" program output Is

modified by the addition of the
free space sections. The contra
codes to the printer are given I

tigure 8, together with the lines

in which they appear. These
3Ep ;

xao. t

1 2; similarly FILEZ will com.
ire FILEa because upper
a letters hove lower ASCII

possible to compensate lor

recently rece
previous items or ask for .._.,_.

Thus Peter Marks, ol Stirchley In

Birmingham writes about
multltaces, mentioning that there
ore two versions of the 48K
multiloce 1. and that whilst the
older one is incompatible with
the vetion of 2 2 Discovery ROM.
the new one works, but only
when placed in betweeen
Discovery and Spectrum, thereby
louling the disc slots. He found
he had to use twlnstlck. too. to
stop things wobbling oround.
Well, Petes It won't work on the
output port of Discovery, and
neither will the Disciple snapshot

h use the
s (NMIj llni

n-maskable
ind this is

continued through to the
Discovery output port, numbe
on top. trom the kevway end
the Spectrum port (see Speed
monual). It you want to void yc
guarantee, solder on Insulatec
wire across from the Spectrum
side to the output port of the
Discovery circuit board, and
multitace will sit there tightly
Instead of fouling the disc Inle

1

And the customory printing
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I- Da, if Hanworth writ

Taspiinl or Tascopy tc ......

a Spectrum 48 K, Saga 1. Opus
Discovery and Citizen 120D
printer. And ORG. Shepherd ol

Lenzle Is having dltliculty In

gelling Omnicalc 2 and OOP's
Finance Manager lo prinl using
o 48K Spectrum, Opus Discovery
and Brother M10Q9 printer. Can
anyone oui there help, please?

Code Machine

<-.,. ly n~ dbyou

finll ;r ot Edinburgh.

zthe Code
Pio printed

Op wprti pull

[fl.
type n ode

im

^Key4
B displayed.

(DK'Tronics/Centronlcs]. luad the
"A5SDK" CODE saved by the
loader program. When the
prompt lor LINE FEED and
CARRIAGE RETURN is displayed,
slop the tope and press symbol
shift/Key A, then ENTER. Type in

LIST 600 and break; Insert CLOSE
* 3;"b" : alter the line number,
re-enter the revised line 600 and
ihen enter as a direel command
OPEN * 3;"b" : GO TO 300. The
SAVE options should be
displayed on screen. Insert a
lormatted disc and press key 2

loading "MONDK"CODE

Labels

All right. I asked lor it. I have
been Inundated with random
access tiling programs. Here is

one that is just a little out of the
ordinary, by Richard Lown of

Wlvenhoe And It's really one to

get your teeth into. It

demonstrates three things. Firstly,

It shows how a talrly complex
random occess disc tiling system
can work. Secondly. It is written
in Beta Basic For the few of you
who don't know this program, let

me say that It adds a great

Sinclair Basic, Including
procedures. It allows you lo sove
procedures separately, so that a
library of these can be built up:

§
O
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imi
the main program. II is much
more powerful and much less
clumsy than using GO IO Ond
GO SUB, forming the OOsis a'
much more structured ond
intelligible programming Even it

II th.

commands, hove look ot I. I

dm sure It will Intrigue you
Incidentally, readers "ugh- wisr-
lo know that a new. VBK vorsior
ot Beta Basic, making enonsive
use ol tghe RAM disc racmtes
will be out shortly. Finally, tfvs
present program illustrates me
power ot good BASIC and it

actually prints labels with

hat Richard obviously did
wen/thing with capslock down,
ind his program doesn't
espond to lower case Input:
>eware. FIICRE creates a tile

:alled M on the disc, so don't
(rite-protect It. Then load LABELS,
me 13 starts the procedure
)S_num which redelines the

5
o

a

the box],

Flgu~ »

making them o rathe

so (the (lie M which
telephone number [lines

snd the main program 500-600]. Proc add (lines 800-900]
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IM
and

change (lines 10QD-1200] similarly

Hows you to change files Proc
lind [lines 2000-2100) is a string

search routine Proc display
(lines 5000-5050] merely displays
inlormotion, and proc exit. NEWs
the program atter displaying
FAREWELL" on the screen. A
PAUSE would help here Finally

updated readily, and whi
would provide a list of lal

sending out, tor instance,

Thanks for ali your letters and
programs. I hope that this

column provides useful

will stimulate you Into submitting

them coming. See you next

10 BEF PHOC OS mini LOCAL 5,1, 320 PRINT OT J.OflF VOU KNOU T F UHILt .VH "D"
c: CLEAR 1B4l CLEftR 3B4: LE HE NUMBER DF THE AD0RE5SE 4913 END PROC

E 23606, 5-156 I OPEN »«; "H" ; 1 ; F*RND2I»l PC B26 D1H MIIOBI

.-: DflTfl'i--,0,56, 76,84,100, 56,0, R=l: INPUT "TYPE IN THE NAM ?6>: INPUT -.11.
1
:i)NI

' NAM-- 1 n

0,0,43, 16. If.. Id. 56, '1,1.', Ci, 56 L III ADDRESSEE: " i LINE St: » 127 TO 3Zli PRINT AT 1,010

61 DIM Mil) 0",,"A FULL ADDRESS" ,
. "L LB

TO DO 6SO LOOP UNTIL D»="T" OR D*-"«* TO 1S=> 1 INPUT "TELEPHONE N

3 CHANBE RECORD"-,nT 6,0;' ,3 (27 TO 521: PRINT K|S*(ia3 REBS 'Y' ELBE '""'

HDD NEW ITEM. "[AT B,0|"4 L[ TO 208 > I INHII -PRESS ENTER ) >' III T Vt: CLS

s
o
v>
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DISCIPLE
DATA

w

John Wase with more

advice for Disciple

owners.

Having accepted the invitation
to visit Rockfort products, one
recent cold Monday found me
In Hendon. There they were,
fiddling with monitor and
Spectrum, sat atop o printed
circuit board. Yes, this was it;

version 3 ot the Disciple Is now
with us. Whilst I was able to see
many of Its features on the spot,
this was clearly not a fully

working system, and I was
pleased to get an EPROM and
wised software cassette through
the post fust In time to complete

So, what's different? The only
essential difference in the
hardware are the snapshot and
enable switches, on the left of

interface, which are new

advantage Is that the snapshot
button now has three additional
uses, Previously, on version 2, one
could transfer 48K programs from
tape or mlcrodrlve to disc, and
dump a screen to the printer.

With version 3 things get a bit
complicated — you need to
press a key at the same time as
the snapshot button — but the
rewards are there all right. You
can save a full 128K program to

seven seconds. This disc
Interlace is very fast. You can
olso save a single screen to disc

double-size screen dump to the

Apart from these games-
oriented uses, there are further

features for the more serious
programmer. The most obvious
are the direct access from BASIC
to streams and channels In the
same way as permitted by
Interface 1 or Discovery. This, In
turn, provides a vorlety of BASIC

lot instance, direct
data tiling, using sequential files,

a considerable step forward. I

know that comparable facilities

versions, but only from machine
code using Disciple's command
codes (similar to Interface 1's

hook codes which they
emulate). EPROM version 3 olso
extends very considerably the
number of command codes
Another new feature concerns
on area of Disciple's RAM which
can now be used by the serious
programmer: a 512 byte
machine code routine can be
loaded directly Into disc buffer
and executed directly tram there
without using any of the
Spectrum's memory. A
particularly useful feature is the
ability to "trap"Olsclples error
messages, II. for instance, the
disc filled up during an
operation, one would normally
get an error message Indicating
this and the program would stop
This new facility enables a Jump
back to BASIC perhaps with an
appropriate message Code

outorunning by a third specifier
after "CODE", giving the autorun
address. There are new POKE @

nds, an Improved COPY

programming features

Network

In addition, the network facilities

have now been much revised
d extended. There Is provision
"— Istant" machines in

n to the "master", and

being .... .

"Great," you might say. "But
what about me: I've already got
a Disciple." Well, for those not
already In the know, there Is a
user club run by Bob Brenchley,
34. Bourton Road, Tuffley,

Gloucester. GL4 OLE. This
provides a helpline,
programming tips and will also
advise on upgrading to version
3: this can readily be achieved
by changing the ROM and
software.

lord that this I

unnecessary since Disciples
directory Is bit mapped, and

used. Irrespective ot their

physical location on the disc
Now (or some programming

notes Many mlcrodrlve users
have asked about compatibility;
what mlcrodrive programs will

run on Disciple!? The answer Is

"most". The reason Is that the
standard Interlace 1 hook codes

Provided that the program uses
these and these only, It will work.
So the mlcrodrlve version of
Devpac assemblers and
monitors and of the Artist are
fine So are Mcsterflle, Omnicalc,
Word manager, The Last Word
and Icon Graphics 128 But
Tasword 3 and Tasword 128 won't,

although they w "

the files on discs. There
that the program Interacts too
much with Interlace 1 ROM,
evading the normal hook codes.
For Instance the first thing It

does Is to check the version ot

Interlace 1 belna used, so
naturally. It (alls there
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More prize winning programming
5l-IGI?T(i||TS
3 programming from ZX readers. ^ W ^ V ^0

Tilsslons tor Short Culs

O

o

I get many complete
3S sen! In ic "*ii Motion si

irrlval ot Dro:; Four Irom
is Carlenius 01 Sweden
a a pleasant change. It Is

is keptThe check for win logic is

programmers there is the
challenge ol oddlng routines to
make the computer plov against
vou Intelligently.

' program, but i

fascinating. Once entered and

set up at 64250+
To start it type RANDOMIZE U

54319 and to cancel It type
RANDOMIZE USR 64337, make
sure that no code Is placed
above 62000 or else the

q-
Perhaps u

see what they are doing on tr

computer? Useful tor BBC
programme producers?

Our thanks to Hugh Shaw a
Ayreshire for this one.
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Printer Chars

ZXPi i- Char progra
is a ZX, Alpha

similar printer Id print in various

Vandepoel trom Belgium.
The routine asks (or the

number ot chars high you want

chars wide. This latter number
ccnnot be greater than 4.

This could be a starting point
tor several print routines
Including centering etc

own game program

addition ot tour variables In a
program, at the initialisation ol

variables stage add LET no=the
number ot names to be held
DIM hS[no.10): DIM hfno) to your

line should Include GO SUB 9000
- Happy zapping...

X Computing Monthly ' May 1987
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Telephone Book

A simple little database Perhaps with a larger die

program tor the specific purpose system the waiting time would
ot keeping a list ot names and be unacceptably long, but (or

phone numbers. Perhaps its a the small number ot entries this

little pointless on a tape based is designed to hold it works a
system — It would be quicker to treat. This also means that
look them up In a traditional saving and loading lime Is kept
book — but for disc or to a minimum,
microdrive owners it could be of I would suggest

An interesting system ot method so that only the required
adding another number Is data was saved Ie. SAVE nameS
employed, most ol us would set DATA aSO 'hen a (urther option to

up the tile with a predetermined LOAD doto [b^ LOAD nameS
maximum number of entries, DATA aSO would allow even

translers data to a temporary storage and also the ability to

array. re-DIMs fhe permanent store and retrieve more than one
store one element greater, and set of numbers
then refills It trom the temporary I leave you to experiment, ,

,

j^sjKhMjs/B^ (ll'fM;
?f!r"n!i

EASE H*IT-*roH°n-^Ta
L
a
3H

IF' t<
J

DELETIOM^B EDITING^H ?MV FOH

o' e*U.l}=" " THEN EETUKN

.MS>MroTIIrt'i^-!ri»
1

rtf!! 3*0 iSpoT
B
"EMin>

C
rD ; dbleteh?
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H
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T
}

"HEM*ININ0 NU
t
3
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1*™1 *T ,0 ' 10

'
PU6B lt

'
110

ii 1 ?rio ™" "™~
40

SS^mSf'-^Sm

Memory Usage

Probably the shortest ever ot your program and the space
hortcut, this one line program Is the variables take up For the
useful for adding to your own last feature to operate your
irograms under development. program needs to have been
ly entering GO TO 9999 every so RUN first

often you will get a constant up Mr. D.Mcmlttan of Glasgow
date ot the tree memory, length devised this routine.

9999 DEF FN a(a$)=VAL ("PEEK "+a (2

$+"+256*PEEK C'+a$+"+l)">: PRINT 3
o

"F=" ;FN a("23730")-FN a{ •'23641"

)'"P=";FN a( "23627" )-FN a( "23635
")'"V=";FN a< "23641") -FN a( "2362 o

I
in7")-SGN PI

69
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Screen Copier

10 CLEAE 65099: LET c=0: FOR
a=651O0 TO 65332: READ n: POKE a
, n : LET c=c+n : NEXT a

20 IF CO27505 THEN PRINT "DA
TA ERROR": STOP

30 DATA 205,207.254,33,53,255,
205, 10, 255, 33, 56, 255, 205, IB, 255,
58,39,255, 111,38,0,41, 41,41,41,3
4, 41, 255, 33, 37, 255, 229, 205, 222,

2

54,225,205,243,254
40 DATA 33,62,255.205,18,255,3

3,41,255,126,205,27,255,35,126,2
05,27,255,58,39,255.245,62, 134,2
22, 6, 50, 160, 254, 254, 62, 40, 32, 245
, 175,42,43,255

50 DATA 221,33,45,255.6,8,203,
126,40,3,221, 134,0,221,35, 36. 16,
244. 205,27,255,205,27,255,241, 24
, 215,42,43,255,35,34,43, 255, 241,
61, 32,201,33,59,255

60 DATA 205,18,255,33,37,255,5
2, 33,40,255,53,32, 153,33,0,88, 1,

0,3,203, 190,35, 11, 120, 177,200,24
, 247, 70, 35, 78, 120, 230, 248, 196, 64
, 103, 120,230,7, 15, 15, 15

70 DATA 129,111,34,43,255,201,
70,35,76,120,203,47,203,47,203.4
7, 198,89,103,120,230,7,15,15,15,
129,111,58.39,255.203,254,35,61,
32,250,201,70,35, 126,205,27.255,
16,249,201,229,197,245,205,66,25
5,241. 193,225,201,0,0,32,24,0,0
0,0,128,64,32.16,8,4,2,1

80 RESTORE 130: LET add=65333:
LET e$="Pres5 ENTER after each
byte has been inputed pressing j

ust ENTEEwill go on to the next
set of inputs"

90 CLS : HEAD memory: READ t$:
IF memory=0 THEN POKE add-a,0:
PRINT 'SAVE MACHINE CODE with"'
"SAVE""mc"" CODE 65100, " ;add-651
00: STOP
100 PHINT AT 21,0;: RANDOMIZE a

dd: POKE memory, PEEK 23670: POK

The Spectrum 126

RS232 printer port Is

mastered by S. J.

Nutting.

Then

make the o\

i to

'S RS232
than ii currently is Ihe printer used
wos the Brother M1009 which Is

fairly Epsom standard and, where
necessary the ability to modify the
program lor other printer codes Is

Included,

i In the program and run
wer the prompts, either
islng ENTER to accept the

E memory+l.PEEK 23671
110 PRINT AT 16,0;eS'+t$: FOR a

=1 TO 50: INPUT b$: IF b$0 " " TH
EN POKE add+a,VAL b$: PRINT b$

;

" " ; : NEXT a
120 POKE add,a-l: LET add=add+a

: GO TO
130 DATA
140 DATA

es 27 64"
150 DATA
160 DATA

:5104
Initalise prii

200 DATA "Bit Image codes 27

210 DATA 65311
220 DATA "Output A reg routii

+CHR* 13+"end with 201 (RET)"
230 DATA 0, " "

ZX Computing Monthly - May 1987
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(one at

eed to reload It belore ou can

Not only can you copy the

your choice Belore using the
routine you will have to set up the
screen orea required by POKEIng

POKE 65317.y
POKE 65318.x
POKE 65319Ichors across
POKE 65320,char»_down

The x.ychars
. .across ond chars_

e starting position across Ih

as down the screen from the start

= 32:Chai

position
EGTose
=0:chc
down=24 (see Fig. 1).

Graph Itext

rclng graphics. UDGs c

lO CLEAR 649991 PRINT "ETOP Tfl

i ,255,:™, .M3, 254, 254, 1 SB, IB, 1 1
,

PRINT BflUE MACHINE CODE with" 1

130 PRINT AT SI, Oil RANDOM] ZE a

EN POKE sdo.i.Vi'.. i.: PRINT Dt|

Vou will have to create
JDGs you wish to use c
hem from 57320 in bloc
>ytes [you have room tor

Type In the program a

gram, reload the text and RAN-
DOMIZE USH 65000. Text Is set up tor

the LAST WORD tent address and it

you are using that program then

jit your printer and SAVE
me coae as Instructed. Make sure
It has been loaded bock belore

From BASIC set up the variable
iS with the text, graphics etc thai

using TASWORD 2 or another word-
pro then you will need to POKE the
start address to them. le. tor TAS-

WORD 2 (text tile stored at 32000)

POKE 65002,32000-256 'INT(32000;

are a couple ot rul

MUST follow. To change b
character sets you need to ser up

ters. The routine defaults to set 1 at
57320. but to change It the codes
Irom 128 to 137 should be sent
embedded In the text.

Finally, a control code should
be defined as 255 and placed at
the end of the text. This Is the
routines Instruction to cease print-

ing (end of text marker).

Printcopy

This Is a short, relocatable routine
to print nongraphic characters,
thus cutting out the need to spend
a lot of time doing a bit-Image
screen copy.

The kind ol application may be
to print PRESTEL screens when the
graphics a re not required but the

program c

locale the code at and then save
it with SAVE code" address.37.
Simply coll the address to use It.

10 INPUT "Start Aadr-ES5!"iE
ET c-Ol FDR s=6 TO b+3(.i FtEA[
POKE a.nt LET c=t+o. NEXT s
20 IF CO3504 THEN PRINT '

A ERROR"i STOP
30 DATA 62,3,205,'i, 22,1,0,C

O, 254, 32, 40, 12 ,197, 205 ,56, 37 ,215
,200,197,22,193,4,24,239,121,
,24,200,12,6,0,62,13,215,24,.
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Stuart Nicholls

demonstrates how to

add some new
commands to Spectrum

Basic.

EXTENDED
BASIC

suppose thai
rtt at some fit

hed that the:

BASIC Commands such os BOX
or FILL maybe Well, with this
article I hope to show the
competent machine code
programmer how to achieve this.

Yes you've guessed It, orioiher
BASIC extension article But
before you stop reading I

believe that this one is different
trom any other you may hove
read In that It does not use PRINT
or LPRIN7 to access the new

'Inlng how ^

" :'

e Spectrum

rr to understand t

to ZX BASIC we r

handles t

DEF FN [code CEhj toCOPY [cod
FFh).

When the Spectrum Is llrst

switched on It goes through c
Initial setting up procedure 1c

check the RAM available one
give Initial values to the syster

allows commands to be entf
either as a program listing o
direct commands to be

;epled a check Is

syntax. It there Is any enor In rh.

syntax then this is highlighted
with a question mark at the

the syntax is

RUN. There

rrected. Only when

stopping the progra

ZX Computing Monthly May 1987



) SPECTRUM
(48K/+)

LLLU

we like, although
n will complain" II

o long, and the

:ey presses until ENTER is

With this generalised \

the Basic Interpreter in rr

con proceed to analyse

workings ol the Interpreter by
using a simple BASIC program
and follow it stage by stage a~

first step Is

is done oy rr.

euiror which Is colled after the
initialisation routine. The function
of the editor Is to read' key
presses and build up a line In

"~e editing areo and also echo

J i). Providing the eipresslo

ZX Computing Monthly May 1987
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e 08 and 00 [followed by
imond routine address

1ES0h] the route followed Is gl<

syntax, check for two
expressions separated by
comma. The syntax '

routine which simply

expressions before lf>

POKE 65535:8 the i

syntax error of the semicolon In to RUN Hie command. This Stack
ploce of the comma and Involves the same process as for

syntax checking except that BIT

after the semicolon. Similarly,

expression is a string, but POKE
a,b would be accepted since a performing class routines 08 and dilterent types ol value

and in syntax checking the
placed on the calculator stack

2. String parameters.
command routine given by the

return made to the main class codes In the parameter several ROM routines tl

execution loop The next step is prove extremely useful

ZX Computing Monthly - May 1987
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Address * 231dh. 0-255 Into

2. STK.TO.BC
Address = 2307h. Top value

5. STK. FETCH
Address = 2BF1h. DE =

string. BC = length.

(65535) Intoth
The instruction LD (BC), A is then
used to POKE 65535,8 and
a Rat is made to find the n

If, however, we hod typed
POKE 65535,300 this would havl
passed syntax checking but

report Irom the POKE command
routine. The error would have
been caused by trying to

compress o number greater
than 255 Into the A register.

Similarly. POKE 655356,8 would
give an error report as the BC
register pair cannot hold
numbers greater than 65535.

These errors are dealt wllh

automatically by the RST 8

I Include Table 1 to a

applicable.

(leaving out 01. 02. 07 and 0B as
'dedicated classesT classes DO,

03. 04. 06, 0B, 09 and OA
evaluate' expressions following
the command and In (act do
not call Ihe command routine at

ail during synlax checking.
The exception lo this Is class

OS which is used in several
commands, such as PRINT. READ,
CIRCLE In which syntax Is

checked by calling the
command routine following the
class 05 code In other words
any expression following Ihe
command has to be checked
(or the syntax required within the
command routine without
actually performing the

the POKE

rt program

For example, POINT "Hello";a$
has lo be syntax checked by the
PRINT command routine at IFCD
without actually printing to the
screen, and II you typed PRINT
•'Hello"flb$ Ihen the error must
be spotted by the PRINT

with a ?' after a.

New commands
Haying got a grasp of Ihe
method of calculating a
command class group we can
dream up our own commands
How obout a FILL command

that uses the format'

FILL colour; start co-ords x,y

eg FILL INK 2; PAPER 3i 127,88

IX Computing Monthly > May 1987
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d have class codes 09
:x [xxxx being the FILL
e address]

a Irom a point, x, y

LINE INK 5; OVER 1; 100, 35; 150
80

this would have class codes 09
3B OS 00 xxx*

The 3B code Is Included In
the above CLASS CODES to
indicate that a semicolon Is

required between the two sets ol
Co ordlnates. (We could ol
course have used ony separator
by placing Its code between 09
and 08).

an offset table and parameter
- ~--le table lor our new

important, tind a method ol
diverting the basic Interpreter to
consider using fit** no*, ui «i

Keywords

With the existing commands
Spectrum uses a single
coderfkeyword combination s

made easier. For o

"\
...;'.:::' ;.r*"y;

" : l; :: .

.*,,.m

L"" '""
:;

..-», nmmm»w-mm*m—
commands ™?

norma in my Assembly List 2 as LINE 600

a little routine In the ROM c
check end at 1BEEh, which i

colled many times when
checking syntax to stop the
execution of the actual
command. This does not
normally cause ony probler

e statement. Next re

to effect as o direct re

' mdde back to the

OVER

codes (or the

09 3B 0A 3B 08 00

together to get the p
you require).

An example ol the command

O
z
I
s
2
o
o
at
a.

S
3a
5

.en ^ umu tuuc wun me
code 2Eh [FULL STOP). To save
code space we will have single

method would entail having a
routine to expand the new
commands Into keywords. In this
extended Basic the upper and

le ROM Interpreter so

the Spectrum commands as we
os our own new ones The
routines required to do this are
held In the code F0BC to F39D.
You can lake my word tor It that

disassemble them lor yourself
and using a suitable book on
the Spectrum ROM, follow the

There is one small point to

Dot commands
Now that we have control ol the
Basic interpreter we can modify

commands lo be recognised
I Include sections of the

assembly listing to demonstrate
how this Is achieved.

LIST 1: Lines 250 to 350 show
these modifications. In line 270 a
statement beginning with a DOT
command is diverted to use out
new offset table whereas
standard commands are
handled in the normal manner
using the ROM offset table

You will notice that three
normal commands REM, POKE

* in s method c

Several Spectrum comm
when checked for synta>

Interpreter for the rest ot

This means that In son
you cannot place new

;i bv il-

it the Bi

t. POKE he
been diverted si

an be modified to
imp uny POKES which
d corrupt our Interpreter
v new otfet table Is shown

which will print 'HELLO
1

I

characters by two crtarciuieis
wide) starting at pixel 128 25
using BLACK Ink on MAGENTA
paper. BRIGHT.
W=0 is a special case that

will print at 42 characters per
line and H=0 will only print the
first seven bytes of the choracter

The .1 command Is on INPUT
[line] command to the main
screen and has class codes:

28 06 29 OS

.1 (51 INK 0, PAPER 5; FLASH 1; AT

will print an Input prompt "Nome
? " at line 3, column 5. wait for
an Input In the normal way and
dllocate the Input [if the syntax Is

correct) to the string variable *

The routine will allow inputs ol
codes 32 to 127 and DELETE. The
maximum number of characters
to be accepted Is given by the
numeric variable enclosed by
the brackets Immediately after
the J, In the above example this

The .A routine occupies F408
to F51Aandth~
F51B to F72B
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II

jji

SSIll

siiisiiii

.111:1

Onset values
Finally, the routine in awen
list 3 was used to set up the
corroc offset table values (o
the dot commands 1 Include
this because it saved
calculating values every tlm
change was made to the
command routines. The Lase

>»y

values as long as the result Is

within the range ot the machine
code command, le LD A.prem -

)l FOOOh [61440d]

lantare BEEP v,

indicate the ri

Installed.

"DOTCODE" CODE 61440,1836.
Affer the CODE has been

saved It can be loaded at the
start ot your extended Basic

l=M.M ?W,M

9000 STOP

9900 CLEAR 61439

9910 LOAD 'DOTCODE'
1 CODE 61440

9920 RANDOMIZE USR 61440: GOTO 10

9930 SAVE '

9940 SAVE '

9950 PRINT

9960 VERIF'

9970 PRINT

BASICPROG" LINE 9900

'DOTCODE'
1 CODE 61440.1836

REWIND TAPE TO VERIFY . T

" " VERIFY " " CODE

VERIFY QIC .

.

ROM Interpreter.

And that as the
to It. I hope that yi

commands, how about the
command touched upon
earher?

O
z
I
E
<
O
o

U
iij

a.
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rsi ii~~\/iAlan Davis presents a 4 r^ti j~>tm
high quality plotting >

utility S.WPAl'-PLOl
I^espite what Ihe cynics sov, we line ond In fhe paper feed up to the Job. I needn't hdve

all know that the Spectrum is direction. I decided at the oufset worried. The performance of the
that a printing orea of S" by 5"

would be suitable for most
Amstrad confirmed my opinion

gomes machine". Manv of us fhot it's o magnificent piece ot
precision engineering. I don't
know how the designersvariety of purposes; perhaps for means In terms of resolution. In

the "x" direction [i.e. along a managed lo eliminate the
effects of backlash in the paper

spocing ot printable dots In
few. For example, in between quadruple density graphics done It — and I'll be Interaatecl
venture games my own mode is 1i'240~. So by putting the
Spectrum has performed more printer into quad graphics mode
statistical calculations In the last perform wilh SUPA-PLOT. Perhaps
few years alone than 1 could number of zero codes (CHRS 0],

otherwise have done myself a printing position can be However. It should be obvious
(even with the aid of o pocket defined with o precision of from what we've seen so far that
calculator) In a lifetime. That, as 1 2<1iV. Along our chosen 5" in theory, at least, we can drive
they say. Is the good news. scale, then, we'll gel 1200 Ihe printer as an ultra-high

The bad news? Well, have you possible print positions — over resolution plotter. Any point wifh
ever fried lo pul the graphics co-ordinates (x.y) can be plotted
capabilities of the Spectrum to Spectrum screen display would by tlrst feeding the paper an
serious use for detailed, permit, with eoch position appropriate number of 11216"

defined MORE precisely than line feeds ("y") from a chosen
tixed position, and then printing

lo PLOT. PRINT, etc onfo Ihe and graph paper of
comparable size!

What about the "y" direction,
in quad graphics mode ("x"]

way. you get adequate before plotting the point. A
resolution for block histograms or at 90 degrees to Ihe prin: lines? variable scaling factor is

In principle, by using control needed lor each axis of course
precision plotting Isn't essential.
But suppose you want to plot a

codes tor forward and reverse so that different ranges of x ond
line feeds, the paper can be y values can be dealt with, bul

: .:..-
;

shunted book and forth to define that's easily done
a position with a precision of

Basicschool lost Thursday? Or how 1.216". Not quite so good os the
about a staflstical scatter In o situation like this. BASIC Is

diagram? Or survey points tor o perfectly adequate for most ot
site plan? How many times hove giving o total of 1080 print
you reached for the graph time token to complete a given
paper and pencil to tackle this plot is determined by the
sort of |ob simply because a I say "in principle" advisedly, physical speed of the printer
screen dump from the Spectrum because when I began writing Itself) - but there's one
would obviously be too crude SUPA-PLOT. I was by no means exception: shoving out Ihe zero"

certain that the end result would codes fo the printer lo define
be good enough, It was clear Ihe "x" position. In BASIC this

sympathy, then help is now ot that a very great deal of paper would Involve a FOR/NEXT loop
hand In the shape of SUPA-PLOT. feeding (both backwards and ol up fo 1200 cycles, and this
But before you get carried away forwards) would be Involved particular task Is obviously going

o and burn all your graph paper, during a typical plotting session,
and I hod no idea whether the code Listing 1 gives the

z essential details straighl away. mechanics of the printer were assembler program we need.
SUPA-PLOT has been written to

I
S

work with the Amstrad DMP 2000
dot matrix prinler. This uses
standard EPSON control codes -
and so long as your printer Is ^ETHnB^

< Epson compatible then all

should be well. However, in

addition lo this, your printer

©
o

MUST be capable of the
following:

[a| 1/216* line feeds, in both
"™ "

a.

forward and reverse directions.
lb] Quadruple density graphics

6S3BH " ok essee. »»

S
It your printer lacks any of these
features, then I'm at raid you're

3 still stuck with Ihe graph paper
and pencil. Sorry.a The basic idea behind SUPA-PLOT

i- Is to Ignore the Specirum screen

U
ui
a

altogether and drive the printer
directly, under software control.

the printer itself Is capable of

V)
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The code Is assembled in the
lirsl lew byles of Ihe UDG area,
nd to use It we need to POKE 5B REM •SINBLE KEYPRESS* gth of ¥ mil !)-», GO SUB IB:

[65389,"?0] with the number of
codes to be sent (Irealing It as a
2-byte number), POKE the
address CODE (653BB) with the

6B PAUSE Bl LET 1»-IMKEY*| IF ; LET ydot 5 =
(
ydol 5 AND NOT -ill'

and then do a USB 65368 call
From this point, the pro-

been very straightforward — just

a case of linking the appro
priote control codes together
nd keeping track ol the line

feeds so that at all times the
program can return the print
position to a fixed reference
oolnt on the paper. Well, maybe
it's lust me. but 1 can't recall any

caused me so much trouble to

write. The main problem was
that testing it proved a messy
nd time-consuming Job,
particularly since bugs are likely

lo send the printer into overdrive,
spewing out reams of paper and
spattering random symbols
everywhere! By the time 1 was at
ast able la 5haut '"Eureka!", the
room was knee-deep In wasted
troctor paper . .

.

Was It worth it? My word, It

so that 1 decided lo build the
plotting routine into a self-

contained utility with compre-

1BB5 PRINT AT 3,7; INVERSE lj"S» LET scy=ydats/ Ifiui-yminl : RETUR

.-,« 7,4,-2. T„t dlspHy" ; AT 1 3498 REM ..TEST DISPLAY..

IBIS PRINT AT 11,4:"4: Edit data 35BB CLS : PRINT AT 3,2B;"TESTIN

IBZB GO SUB 60: IF i »="D" THEN st: DRAM >dnts/tB,B: DRfiU B.ydQt

1B35 EO SUB 43BB*SBB-VAL i*: GO ,11 >ema. OR c ( i , 1 ) <>mln PR clj ,2

499B REH ..DEFINE AXES.. 17, li; "LIMITS EXCEEDED" t BO TO

50BB CLS I PRINT INVERSE 1;AT a 552B PLOT INT I.5+(c (i , l>-»Bin>*

7;"Xl "[*» 5549 PRINT *1|AT 1,1B;"PRESS A K

fiXIB-i INVERSE B;" R«nge "jynin; 335a RETURN

ms §!vS!sH;r s 11 llf!!™™™:.

IB INPUT AT 8,BE t*«) ( lor ENT

18 REM -QUAD DENSITY GRAPHICS*

3] POKE £>53BS,codBl LET --U6H

IB REH *>REVERSE FEEDS'*

J";CHR* yl|l RETURN

48 REM **FORMORD FEEDS**

J";CHR« yl: RETURN

5B25 GD SUB f.B 6B3B LET courit=2: EO SUB 2B: LPR

5B35 IF i»="X" THEN^ PRINT fiT IB 6B34 GO SUB 2B: LPRINT CHR* 255;

i.ln =valt(i»in AND l*-'"'lf PRINT (,04B NEIT 1: LPRINT ell ' )" j CHRl

LET il""HKliBl«i X HluB?-: GO B &B49 'REM ...DRAM X AXIS...
UB IB: LET i.a«=vjlt(xw« AND I* 6B5B LET countMdot 5: GG SUB 20

intarvaT?"! GO SUB IB: LET Hint 6B&4 REM ..«Y OIIS DIVISIONS."
=val+l»int AND !*-•-) I PRINT AT 6B65 LPRINT e»;"]";CHR» 11

T 4»="n»»inui. Y value"": GO BUB faBB5 NE<T .: LPRINT ei ;
"
J

" ; CHRt

1: PRINT yaw.,: LET »*-"Sc»le in 6BS9 REn ...X AXIS 01 VISIONS...
t*B-v«17": GO SUB IB: LET yint=va fcBgB FDR i =B TO xtlatn/ <acn«int

)

3B45 IF i*="T" THEN PRINT fiT 4, 2 : LET ccjde=B: GO SUB 3B: LPRINT
8; FLASH 1; "LABELS": LET «**"Y-a CHR4 24B; CHRl 248
Mis )*b»17"l GO SUB IB: LET y»=i JIBS NEXT 1: LPRINT e*;"l";CHR*

)l PRINT AT 1,B,,,,AT l,Blt*:AI (.130 LET y2=FN h <yl : LET yl-FN 1
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to change tr

minimum values lor me Y-axis

[just follow the prompts] ond a
the Interval tor the sccle
divisions. (You might want
division markers every five unll

tor example, or every 25 units
but tor best results, whatever
Interval you use, check that If

exactly Into the
complete range). At any time
during this sequence "ENTER"



program w

appear on voir final printout.

[unlimited In length.

exceed 64 characters) Finally.

selecting "F" (tor "termor") will

allow you to change the actual
length ot the axes in inches. If

trie default 5"x5" values oren't
suitable for some reason. The
Y-oxIs can be any length up to
8". and the X-axis up to 5"

(whole numbers only).
Please note that only positive

pairs, one at a time, you can
switch off the AUTO taclllty by
pressing 'A" (which toggles AUTO
mode on and off). The sequence
is then to press "X'| enter the

At any time you con move the
cursor up or down 0/ using keys
6 and 7. So If you want to
change on entry, just move the
cursor to the appropriate

the new value will be Inserted In

place ol the old one. Pressing
CAPS SH1FT.0 will delete the
entire entry at the current cursor
position and close up the gap

all entries are made Into "PAGE
1". but this will be full after 20
lines of data, No problem. Once
Page 1 Is lull, you can turn to
Page 2 by pressing key 8. and
carry on entering data. The
program will keep on generat-

program extensively without

but If you do accidentally era:
It lot any stage — not Just this

one). GOTO 1000 will gel you

Ing new pages as they re

between adjacent pages using

editing or deleting data

which you type In the data

What about lhat last column,
headed "MARKER"? Normally this

will contain zeros with a little
"+" sign at the side. This
indicates the kind ot marker that

URRNING
LIMITS EXCEEDED

2. Test display.

4. Edit data.
will be used to plol the point on
Ihe final copy - In this case a

rectangle. Think ot this as a

simple cross. But there may be
occasions when you want lo plol
several sets ol data on the same
graph, using different markers.

number. In AUTO" mode, the pressing "M" you'll be offered

screen to anticipate the next current cursor position. The
markers are numbered to 3

here: If you want lo type in all

the "X" values first, and then the square, (2)=bold single dot,
¥ volues, just leave the
program In AUTO mode [to the number tor the marker you
which It defaults). But If you
preler to type the dala in (x,y) When you've entered your adjustments.

2
o
o

ot

5



When you're completely
happv that your data are
correct, that the markers ore
suitably chosen, and that the
"TEST DISPLAY" option Is

performed without a Hashing

Return to the
3 go

ation 3: "HARD COPY'
The printer (you did remember
switch It on. didn't you?) shoulc
then become very busy (or a
couple ot minutes. It will draw
out your axes, mark divisions a
the chosen Intervals, plot the
points, neatly label the axes in
sensible positions, ond print tht
title. It wont make you a cup o
coflee while you wait — I'm still

possib Itle da

16 16 16 124 16 16 16

16 16 16 124 16 16 16

I
"CENTRE"

which the r

to distinguish different sets
data points — in this case,
points Me on straight lines I

different slopes Figure 6 gl
set of points lying on a
parabola, using different si

>e Inlere
h figures the

* that
otthe

interseclloi

LAST point plotted. In other
words, otter more thon 100
paper feeds back and forth, ol
varying size the printer wos still

plotting with a truly ostonlshlng
accuracy, hitting the origin
bang on the nosa As a final
demonstration of the versatility of
the program, and for Ihose who
ore Intrigued by outlandish uses
ol the Spectrum, Figure 7 Is an
exact plan of a prehistoric stone
circle. As a severe test of
precision, the whole ring was
actually plotted out twice over
In this diagram — but as you

Marker
One modification you may wish
to make is to use different
marker shapes This Is easily
done by changing one or more
ot fhe DATA statements in lines
9000-9003 rather as vnn wm.ih
for UDGs. except tt

s 18x8 -
rs define the shape from

left to right rather than trom top
to bottom (see Figure 8]. The
program assumes the "centre'' ol
a marker shape to be the
eleventh grid cell from the left.

and the fourth trom the lop — so
tor a single liny dot you'd need
to matte all eighteen numbers
zero except the eleventh, which
would be 16 (blnory 00010000).
Notice that a shape should be
defined so that Its width Is about
three times greater thon Its

height it It's lo appear In the
right proprollons when printed.

Just a couple of extra points
Vour data are stored In the array
[c). which also contains the
marker Information. This array

options 5 and 6 on the main
menu. If you think you're likely to
want to plot more than 299
points, just alter the value of
"man" to 500. or whatever, In line

lines? At present. SUPA-PLOT
only plot points- It won't, for
example, draw o "best flttlr

ol

SUEH-PIOTi
facility for

obviously b

quickly enough, a

get round to doing

'm already
wondering whether I'll ever hove

~ '"" graph paper again
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INTO THE 128

<
ot

O
Oa

Toni Baker begins a

series exploring the

secrets of the 128, and
starts by proving that

you can switch

between 48 and 128K

modes at will.

'Welcome to the first of a new
five pari series on the 128K
versions of the Spectrum (ie both
the Spectrum 128 and the 128+2]
from a mochine code
perspective. In this series I intend

II aspects of the new
-""if Irommachines w

;:
: 1 d8K rr chine

first of all, the most obvious
feature of the 128 Is Its large
memory. In fact It now has 32K ot
ROM and 12BK of BAM, making
160K in all - quite a
phenomenal amount really. This

are called pages, a page being
simply a chunk ot continuous
memory. On the 128 there are
two pages ot BOM and eight
pages ot RAM. and each page
contains exactly 16K ot memory.
Hence we have 2 • 16 = 32K of
ROM, and B* 16 = 128K of RAM
altogether.

Traditional n

Spectrum
e48K

is and occupiei
.ns trom 0000 to FF

e (with 0000 to 3FF
id the rest RAMI. I

r, that if

address more memory
alowed on the 48K then
hexadecimal digits Is simply n

if memory on the 128 w
ot lour but FIVE

;s like 12345h or
how all this work
it the ROM

A ROM with a view

7CDEF. To si

Ther are two pages of ROM,
ach page
it page Is

16K

n OOOOOto 03FFF

Th. m.„™n, ol ,h. MB of *• mum ..i.bK

"
"(J"""""*""™

*"""'*

CT~ [

—ssmhw..

Hgn»t

When the

switched
pressed t

This is known as ROM
may be colloquially
s as 'The NEW ROM',
machine is first

on or the RESET button

page ot ROM

ailed ROM one.

and is sometimes referred to as
"the OLD ROM". Although a few
changes have been made this

is. essentially, the original ROM

numbering of the ROMs is not

between the end ot ROM
(03FFF) and the start of ROM 1

[10000h]].

oystick one: iinp """"» art FF'

H

S o|s
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You are probablv

designed lor an address range
using onlv four hex digits, not
live. For Instance CALL xxxx Is

allowed bul CALL XXxxx s not
Instructions like LD A,(HL) or JP
|HL] may at first glance seem

simple. An Instruction like CALL
1234H can mean either CALL
01234h'' or CALL 11234h"
dependlri!

trie ROMs (but never both| may
be present In memory at any
onetime. It BOW G is present
then we say that ROM Is

paged In. If ROM 1 is present
Ihen we say that ROM 1 Is

paged in. Whichever of the
ROMs Is paged In (since one of

Ihem must be at all times) is

referred to as the current ROM,
or the current ROM page. Thus
Ihe current ROM will invariably
be either or 1 — this supplies
the first digit all ROM addresses
Ihe remaining lour digits may
be handled in machine code

Since there are only two
ROMs and no more, addresses
such as A1234 cannot exist. I

have, however, heard of the
Shadow ROM ol the ZX Interface
One being referred to as ROM

addresses 20000h to 21FFF could
refer to the Shadow ROM, but
this is non-standard so I won't go
Into It In any detail.

On the RAM PAGE

Having dealt with ROM
addresses It Is now lime to di

with RAM. Addresses in RAM
all between C000 and FFFF. c

s with the ROMs, only one
page of RAM may be paged
atony :

RAM a
3. The pages <

ans that RAM
addresses all Me In one of the
ranges 0C000 to OFFFF. 1CO00 tc

1FFFF, 2C000 la 2FFFF, 3C000 to
3FFFF, 4C000 to 4FFFF, 5C000 to

5FFFF. 6C000 to 6FFFF, or 7CD00 I

7FFFF. Whichever of the RAM
pages Is paged In Is referred tc

as Ihe current RAM, or Ihe
current RAM page The current
RAM page will be a digit

between and 7 — this supplit
the first digit of all RAM
addresses. The remaining four
digits may be handled in

Having established that all

addresses between xOOOO and
x3FFF are in ROM. and that all

is xCOOO to xFFFF are ir

jut addresses 4000 to BFFF?

u. The address range
4000h and BFFF Is spli

5C000. (Also, SOOOh means 5D000,
6000h means 5EC00 and 7000h
means 5F000, etc). This means
that. In effect, page live Is

permanently paged in. though
with a modified addresses

In similar fashion, SOOOh
means the same thing as 2F000.
etc). So page tv "

'
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eight BAM pages, we also no

and this Is the marvellous trie

which makes the 128
compatible with the 48K

the situation whereby every
single [lour digil) address Iron

0000 all the way up to FFFF n.

3FFF being ROM and the rest

being RAM. We now have the
appearance of a continuous
stretch of RAM trom 4000h all the
way up to FFFF. This Is a 48K

compatible with other
Spectrums, and Is Jolly useful tor

machine codes.

Page to Page

The next thing you'll need to
know is how to change pages —
that Is — how to specify which
ROM page and which RAM
page Is to be paged in. The
answer comes In the form ol an
OUT Instruction. Output port
number 7FFD is the key lo the
thing. Vou can think ot it almost

;ode The sequence c

LD BC, 7FFD
IDA,??
OUT [C],A

(Vou can of course swap the
order ot the first two Instructions).

It Is this port which PAGES IN
the various ROM and RAM
pages. Take a lot

One This shows tl

figure

E: ID II-

other bits later on.
There Is, ol course, one ma|or

problem with port 7FFD. Because

is Impossible lo actually
determine which ROM or RAM
page n at
any moment In time For II.

.

reoson the Spectrum 128 keeps
a back-up copy of the value ol
port 7FFD in one ol Its new
sysfem variables. The system
variable is called BANK-M. Its

address is 5B5C Because of this

back-up copy reading (BANK-M)
will tell you what Is paged in

r, that w

In (act. the Spectrum 128s
interrupt routines (which lie at
addresses 00038 and 10038)
actually require that bit (our (at

least) of BANK-M '

be disabled whilst changing
ROMs, Furthermore, on leaving
the interrupt routine the value in

IBANK-M) Is output to port 7FFD,
so if they didn't match before,
they certainly will afterwards. The
upshot of oil this Is that it you
want to change RAM page (or

then either interrupts must be
disabled throughout the
change, or (BANK-M) musl be
loaded first and port 7FFD
loaded second. If you get this

the wrong way round then you'll
get a crash the first time an
Interrupt occurs between the two
Instructions.

Screen display

4000h. As I've already stated thi

Is the same thing as 50000 (le

address C000 on RAM page
live). The Spectrum 128. howeve

from the TV.

Surprisingly. II turns out that
you can change the current
screen In BASIC without having
to use machine code at all. The
BASIC instruction POKE 23388,24

whereas POKE 23388,16' will

deactivate screen one). It you try

Both of the 12B's screens are
memory mapped, but obviously
only one ol them con ever be
visible on the TV at any one
time. The normal screen which
appears all ot the time under

SCREEN ZERQ but there Is also
an alternative screen, called
SCREEN ONE. which is stored at
address 7C000 (ie addresss C000
on RAM page seven).

can change this trom machine
code by setting bit three ol
(BANK-M) and output port 7FFD
(see Figure One). What's more, it

makes no difference if a dlfleren
RAM page Is paged In, For
instance, screen one Is stored on
RAM page seven. Suppose we
made screen one active by
setting bit three ot (BANK-M) and
subsequently outputtlng the
value to port 7FFD. This would

the TV. The pixels of screen one
are stored at addresses 7C000 to
7D7FF. whilst the attributes are
stored at addresses 7D800 to
7DAFF. II Is clear thai page seven

ige seven to be page In in

= Any RAM page may be

TV p>c s an rr

bytes contain zero. Unfortunately
it is not possible to print

anything onto screen one Irom
BASIC - machine code Is a
must here. Still — the technique
can be useful. If your BASIC

the TV
instantaneously I

Another useful point to note Is

that any error report message
generated by a BASIC program
(Including 0.0*1 will

automatically re-actlvate screen
zero, so II you torgel to switch
screen one oft then the Speccy
will do It for you.

Port

There Is one more bit from port
7FFD which is used. This Is bit

five, which in 128K mode must
always be RESET. II this bit Is set

configuration [ie with ROM 1

permanently paged in, RAM
page zero permanently paged
In, and screen zero permanently
active). Setting bit five ol (BANK-
MI. however. Is not in itself

ii to enler 48K mode

contain a lew "return addresses"
which were intended lo reler to
ROM 0. and once the machine
is locked ROM cannot be

s 128 c

n BANK-M, or else tr

BASIC commands - PLAY and
SPECTRUM. The more
complicated PLAY I shall leave
until part five ol this series, but
SPECTRUM I can deal with now.
The effect ol typing the
command SPECTRUM is twofold
— firstly, the machine goes into

48K mode, and secondly the
error report 0:QK is produced,
stopping any program in lis

Page thirty ot the Spectrum
128 +2 manual tells us, and I

quote "Once In 48K BASIC mode,
there Is no way back to 128
BASIC mode apart from resetting
the +2 [or switching oil, Ihen on
again).

1

' The same is also true of

the ordinary Spectrum 128 The
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program which accompanies again continue trom the next 3278t
BASIC statement Whilst all this

that! 11 is now possible to switch sounds nice and cozy, please As 11 happens, the program is

between 48K mode and 128K bear In mind that there are rules relocatable too. except that

mode at will! Here's how it's to follow - NEVER use the
command COPY whilst In 4Bk to the label SWAP-2. and another
mode. NEVER use LPRINT or to label P-128. Both of these must

Mode switching
(normally stream three] whilst In

be chonged If you wish to
relocate the program.

48K mode, and NEVER place any There is just one other aspect
First, switch the machine on lor code Into the printer-butter The 1 want to discuss In this article.

reset It] and select "128 BASIC The Plus 2 comes complete with
trom the main menu. You mav two little joystick sockets, and it Is

then type SPECTRUM II you wish. the Spectrum 128 to store new useful to know how to read the
but the program will not work It

Vou select 'A8 BASIC" from the
joysticks from machine code To

subroutines. Corrupting the read from JOYSTICK 1 you must
main menu. CLEAR 32767 will Input a byte trom port EEFf,

ensure that the program remain
solely above RAMTOP. LOAD the

return 1o 128K mode Impossible
This new orrangement. Interpret thai byte. Each bit will

normally be set. bui will be reset

advantages for people who own it the joystick Is in use and
commands at your disposal: a Spectrum 128 with a reol corresponds to the correct

printer plugged Into the RS232 direct Ion.

Randomize USR 32781 socket — especially it they don't To read the JOYSTICK 2 you
own an Interface One - tor It now must Input a byte from port F7FE.

is similar to the command becomes passible to use the Figure two will again show you
how to Interpret that byte. TheSPECTRUM, in that it will cause printer In 46K mode after all.

the machine to enter 48K mode, Firstly you must set the BAUD machine code sequence LD
BCF7FE/1N A.(C) will input the

machine to enter 48K mode, 128K mode using the command byte Into the A register

however it will do so without FORMAT "P".N. Then you can
generating the report O-.OK. so
that program execution may

type either SPECTRUM or I shall tell you all about page
RANDOMIZE USR 32781 to enter codes, and the Spectrum's
48K mode Now to print anything
onto your printer all you have to

"Silicon disc" file storage system
statement. To complement this See you then.

the command do is include the following
statements in your program:

Randomize USR 32814
RANDOMIZE USR 32814: LPRINT

will re-enter 128K mode, and will (anything): RANDOMIZE USR

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards laid

l down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do. The few that

don't we'd like you to write in about.

And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and cinema
advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority. /

We're here to put it right.\f

ASA Lld.,Dept.Y, Brook House.Torringion Place. London WCIE7HN.
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w IIIaide;c?
Thinking of changing to the program has been saved.

Atter the disc has been In use
a 4SK full lood, sample times
would be ot the order of 20-25

a disc system? John lor some time, and a lot of
programs have been saved or

seconds and 5 seconds
respectively. And if you use a

Wase weighs up the erased, the free sectors tape, you'll have to agree that
that's very fast. But, overriding all

options.
o'ver thVdls'c?

md a
'
random °" is the reliability of discs: they are I

Recently. ZX Has had a lot of Discovery's directory, on the
Information about discs We've other hand is not pit - mapped.

This means that each program Is

there's a lot of interest here. You. Options
the reader, however, might not much simpler syslem. Moreover,
possess disc system. Just a It has the advantage that if you
microdrive. perhaps? Or merely accidentally erase a program, So, what's available? Among the 1

types of disc and drive. 5.25" are 1a battered tope recorder? So, (erase merely wipes the name
how do they work, ond what's ott the catalogue file], you can pretty standard, with drives

the advantage anyway? currently In short supply now
A disc Is a mechanical problems, for It will all be saved lhat Amstro have adopted this

device, rather like a cross sequentially, on adjacent sectors size on their PC compatible. A
between a record player and a of the disc. Furthermore, It's pretty double sided double density
tape recorder Thus it has O easy to Increase the 110 tiles In disc unl! with built-in power
rapidly rotating table, ond a the standard catalogue to cope supply Is probably going to set

you back at least £ftO if you buyreading head (sometimes two, with special needs. However. It

one on each side), rather like a does mean that with use, the It alone, less If you buy It as a
record player, and the discs disc gets useless small spaces

left all over It: (the program is

package deal with an Interface 1
The discs, though, are preftythemselves, although looking

more or less like records, are always saved In the biggest cheap, but they are exposed to I

coaled with brown magnetic
eventually the disc has to be

the atmosphere and are easily
material like a cassette tape damaged; you can't take them
And there the analogy ends. For compacted [the programs all home In your pocket along with I

a record player records Its moved to the beginning) to
Information sequentially on one
long spiral groove, just as a tape come totally enclosed In an
recorder records on one piece Conversely, you never need to almost square plastic case (over 1
of tope, from one end to the compact Disciple discs, which, I'm told, one can drive a 1

other. A disc unit, on the other because Disciple uses every tractor] with a metal slide
sector, but extending Disciple's

catalogue is difficult. Horses tor

protecting the window. The
concentric circles on the disc. drives, however, are cheaper. 3"

dividing each circle up Into

smaller segments by putting low capacity, a lot of money for

down magnetic "marks". Its help? Well, the directory Is like a a little space, but the drives

tape counter but much more themselves are still to be bought
any part ol these circles or sophisticated. So you get instant incredibly cheaply.

Instantly. Quite unlike a tape program, a game for instance. generally available single
recorder, where one has to spool with a main section and a lot of density (40 tracks per side).

through the whole lot it one Is dato tables, and change these double density (BO tracks per
during fhe course of the game. side] and single or double
Instantly, without having to

spend time searching for

anything. Vou can, on a more

sided. So the Discovery, which

Bit-mapped Opus have discontinued, but
which you might pick up

sophisticated basis, rapidly second-hand, has only a 40T

How does it do this? Well, it access a file lull of Information
and pick out one Hem, through run double density discs from It

telephone directory, usually on if you wish. Disciple and Beta
the first track. This tells It where lust one name and address, take any sell-powered disc. And
to took. 1 can best explain this maybe, and display it. From a the new Spectrum 3 looms,

Ill
further by taking two well-known
examples, the Opus Discovery

probably with a rather limited

Instantly I capacity 3" disc and no
and the Disciple. In the latter, This Isn't the only advantage.

§
the Directory, or catalogue, Is bit- You have to turn o tape recorder
mapped. What on earth does
this mean? Well, it means that controlled by software, like a choice. My only comment here

a there Is a mark lor each of the Is that no disc Is really big
os required by the software. enough once your appetite hasa Discs are tast The Discovery is

<
X

program, the name Is added to relatively slow, a little Quicker very glad I've some 5.25" DSDD
the directory, along with markers
Indicating the sectors In which about live limes os quick. So tor Good hunting.
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SCORPION IS A MULTI-OPTION
HIGH SPEED ARCADE ACTION GAME
FEATURING VECTOR GRAPHICS.

DECIDE IF THE APPROACHING TARGE
BELONGS TO THE ENEMY OR IS ONE

OF YOUR OWN FLEET.

BUT DO NOT SPEND TOO LONG
THINKING UNLESS YOU ARE

PREPARED TO DDE.
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